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Introduction

1.2
For those seeking to understand the development
of the scheme it is hoped that this document will tell “the story”
of why the proposed scheme is as it is. This document does
not set out the environmental impact of the scheme but it
does try to demonstrate how the scheme has responded to
the various effects which a new road can create and how the
scheme has been shaped accordingly.
1.3
The other statements accompanying the
Planning Application will cover their topic areas in detail but this
statement tends to draw from them in as far as they provide a
context within which the scheme was developed.
1.4
The paragraphs of this Statement which
particularly covers access issues are highlighted in blue type
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2.0

Scheme Context

2.1

Economic Context

2.1.1
The driving force of the scheme is to enable
essential economic regeneration for Bexhill and Hastings,
which is currently compromised by the poor accessibility
within and between the two towns. There is a particular
need to enable the housing and commercial development
in North Bexhill which is reliant upon the Link Road. The
Regeneration Statement and the Planning Statement provide
the background and primary purpose for the project. It is clear
that without improved accessibility the regeneration objectives
for the area cannot be achieved and the Bexhill Hastings Link
Road would make a major contribution to meeting the need to
improve access between the towns and linking Trunk Roads
which serve the area. This includes reducing journey times,
improving the reliability of bus services and achieving a better
integrated transport network for the towns. The regeneration
and planning objectives for Bexhill and Hastings, as being
promoted by all the main agencies in the towns and led by
SeaSpace, include transport improvements within the Five
Point Plan. The provision of a link road, is seen as another link
between the two towns as a key to improving access, facilitating
development and relieving congestion and its effects on the
A259, which is the only link between the towns.

2.1.2
In July 2003 The Secretary of State announced
the Government’s response to the South Coast Multi-Modal
Study by asking the County Council to develop a scheme for
a Bexhill to Hastings Link Road as a part of a package of
regeneration measures being developed for Hastings. He also
recognised that there would be environmental impacts from the
scheme but asked the County Council to work closely with the
Statutory Environmental Bodies to minimise those impacts.
2.1.3
Conditions for the communities along the A259
are in need of improvement to reduce community severance
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and improve opportunities for safe walking and cycling within
and between the two towns.

2.1.4
The trafﬁc congestion in the area does not only
have an economic and social impact upon the towns but
also the smaller settlements in the rural area as travellers
seek alternative routes to avoid the A259 congestion. This
compromises the ability of the rural community to go about its
business. As a result many of the existing country roads are
neither ﬁt for the purpose to which many of them are being put,
nor for the purpose for which they are intended. The level of
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use which many rural areas experience is neither appropriate
for their rural character nor their signiﬁcance within an Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The level of use of such
roads should be very low and limited to local movements and
demand. They should be safe for rural uses such as horse
riding, walking and the passage of agricultural vehicles. There
is a conﬂict between access needed for rural activities and
industry and the level of trafﬁc movement on the rural roads,
which the Bexhill Hastings Link Road would help to resolve.
2.1.5
The primary objective of the scheme to facilitate
regeneration, relies upon a reasonable journey time between
the towns, within each town and to be able to connect to the
trunk roads on all three sides. Without improved accessibility
and journey time reliability, it is not possible to accommodate
the essential development, which the area is required to
accommodate. With it, the towns can grow and the economic
well being of its residents can be more secure.
2.2

Engineering and safety context

2.2.1
Provision of a Link Road would help reduce
accidents on the local road network and on the A259 in
particular.
The current congestion is a deterrent to using
2.2.2
alternative modes of transport such as cycling and buses and
there is little opportunity to make better provision for cycling or
buses within the existing access corridor. A Link Road could
help create further opportunities by creating alternatives to the
single route which currently exists between the two towns and
this would relieve the pressure from trafﬁc on the existing road
space along the A259.

2.3

Environmental Context

2.3.1.
The coastal towns of Hastings and Bexhill lay
on the edge of undulating High Weald countryside. Most of

the High Weald in East Sussex is nationally important Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and this almost
immediately adjoins the urban area on the north of Hastings.
Even though the countryside immediately to the north of
Bexhill is not AONB, it is recognised by the East Sussex
County Council as being of signiﬁcant landscape quality and
distinctive character. The Highway Authority has therefore
placed high importance upon the environmental design of the
Bexhill to Hastings Link Road to minimise impact upon the
environment and enable the essential road development to be
assimilated into the local area.
2.3.2
The endeavour is therefore to minimise impact
upon the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and the Combe
Haven Valley but also to keep the number of people affected
by the scheme as low as possible.

should not be there. The Link Road would help to improve
access in these areas. The proposed Pebsham Countryside
Park would bring major opportunities for both urban and rural
communities to gain better access to the countryside, walking,
cycling or horse riding. The Park is an allocation in the Rother
District Local Plan and proposals are emerging. The Highway
Authority has therefore sought to develop a scheme which is
complementary to the proposed Park.
2.4

Landscape Planning Context

2.4.1
The Bexhill to Hastings Link Road (BHLR) is a
stand alone project and a part of the package of measures
developed within the Five Point Plan and is ﬁrmly within and
integral to the landscape planning of the area, as set out in the
Rother District Local Plan.

2.3.3
The new road seeks to ease existing
environmental problems in Bexhill and Hastings and the villages
in the rural areas and AONB, including trafﬁc congestion,
“rat running” and the Air Quality Action Area at Bulverhythe.
The trafﬁc congestion on the A259, in particular, contributes
towards poor air quality in Bulverhythe. A link road would help
reduce air pollution particularly the particulate levels in the air
in that area.
2.3.4.
The road route selection and design has therefore
been led by an endeavour to seek a balanced approach to the
environment of the area and the engineering requirements.
It has been recognised from the outset that the new road
would generate negative effects upon the countryside but
the Highway Authority has sought to minimise those effects
and generate environmental beneﬁts to the community where
possible. Particular attention has been given to beneﬁts to
the community in improvements to non-motorised utility and
recreational access between the towns and through the
countryside. The Highway Authority has been keen to improve
the ability of the rural communities to move around their
lanes, without the detrimental effects of through trafﬁc, which

2.4.2
Of particular relevance is the proposal for the
Pebsham Countryside Park. The nature of route planning,
mitigation and compensation proposals has been inﬂuenced
by the emerging Development Strategy for the Pebsham
Countryside Park (PCP). The Park is also a part of the
regeneration proposals for Bexhill and Hastings and as such
will also beneﬁt from the transport improvements which the
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BHLR will bring. One of the key aspects of the PCP is to enable
the whole community to gain safe access to the countryside.
The Link Road scheme would contribute towards achieving
that objective, whether or not the PCP happens.
Crowhurst

Pebsham Countryside Park Project
Plan 12 - Master Plan
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3.0

Design Philosophy and Parameters

3.1
Given the main purpose of the scheme being to
create a transport network capable of facilitating regeneration
of the area, the primary way this would be done would be
to create a second link between Bexhill and Hastings. The
eastern and western ends of such a link were broadly deﬁned
and then reﬁned through the route selection process. The
western end would join with the A259 at Belle Hill, similar to
the alignment of the former Bexhill Northern Approach Road.
The eastern end was to arrive at an appropriate location on
Queensway. Enhancement of public transport and cycling
were required as a part of a sustainable overall solution for
the area.

Glyne Gap

Coastal Park

BEXHILL

�

����

���

2.4.3
The Landscape and Environmental Scheme for
the BHLR has therefore been developed within the context
provided by the Secretary of State in his request to the East
Sussex County Council of summer 2003.

“The Multi-Modal study has recommended one local road
to be taken forward: the Bexhill-Hastings Link Road. This
scheme is part of the package of regeneration measures for
Hastings which is being developed following our decisions
on the Access to Hastings Multi-Modal Study announced in
July 2001. The Secretary of State recognises that this road
will have some impact on the environment. He is therefore
asking East Sussex County Council to work closely with the
statutory environmental bodies in developing this scheme in
more detail, in order to minimise the environmental impacts.
Further consideration will be given to funding in the light of
the performance of the scheme against our appraisal criteria
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3.2
The philosophy behind the planning and design
of the BHLR is based upon an endeavour to retain and where
possible enhance the function and character of the landscape
and townscape whilst generating a road, built to modern
standards. It is inevitable that change would result from the
building and use of the road. For that reason the highest
standards of landscape planning and design have been
applied to seek to achieve an acceptable balance between the
need for the road, which is taken as a given in this Statement,
and managing its environmental effects.
3.3
The road has been designed as a part of an
integrated regeneration and planning package to help improve
the quality of life for residents and visitors but it is inevitable
that some would beneﬁt and some would feel that there are
dis-beneﬁts from the road scheme.
The scheme has been designed to optimise opportunities for
access enhancement in the rural and urban area and to cater
for as wide a range of users as reasonable.
3.4
The planning and design of the BHLR has been
led by the following design parameters:-

• Create as direct a route as practicable whilst
considering the other parameters, in order to maximise
the accessibility and reduced journey time beneﬁts
• Retain and where possible enhance the integrity of
the areas of distinctive landscape and townscape
character.
• Minimise and if possible, avoid effects upon the High
Weald Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
• Avoid Sites of Special Scientiﬁc Interest and Ancient
Woodland.
• Mitigate and compensate for the effects upon wildlife
throughout the Scheme.
• Design the road and the public access routes in
accordance with modern engineering standards
(DMRB)
• Maintain continuity of Public Rights of Way and link
them where possible.
• Avoid the most sensitive archaeological resource, i.e.
the valley ﬂoor of the Combe Haven.
• Minimise effects upon ﬂooding and movement of
ﬂood water, loss of ﬂood plain and consequent loss of
ﬂoodwater storage and mitigate for unavoidable loss
of ﬂoodwater storage.
• Minimise visual effect upon properties and
countryside.
• Minimise the effect of noise upon homes.
• Minimise real and psychological effects of noise
upon countryside, SSSIs and recreational use of the
countryside and proposed Countryside Park.
• Maximise relief of poor air quality at Bulverhythe, whilst
managing the effect of changes to air quality along the
route.
• Develop the BHLR to complement the proposals for a
Pebsham Countryside Park.
• Provide for Non Motorised utility Users
• to a standard compatible with the proposals for the
Pebsham Countryside Park,
• related to the road corridor and
• to meet the needs of people with disabilities.
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• Minimise light pollution arising from BHLR and its
use.
• Minimise effect upon viable productive farms.
4.0

Route Selection and Consultation

4.1
The route selection was based upon a detailed
knowledge of the area. A Study area was established within
which it was anticipated that all possible routes would be
located. Three broad route corridors were established. These
were yellow corridor to the south, green corridor centrally and
blue corridor to the north of the valley.
4.2
In all route options the Bexhill Connection was
common. This followed the route of the disused railway line
through the urban area and is based upon the route of the
former Bexhill Northern Approach Road, developed as a link
to the former Bexhill and Hastings Bypass.

Crowhurst

4.3
Within the corridors many different routes were
identiﬁed but without being limited by the design parameters
and philosophy, for fear of eliminating possible options too
early in the process. Some of the routes involved crossing
from one corridor to another.
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4.4
The design parameters were then used in the
assessment of the routes, to reduce their number for public
consultation and more detailed assessment. It was considered
important that the public consultation routes presented the
best of the many options considered, even though some did
not fully meet the design parameters established. This was to
seek a realistic view from the community and other consultees,
of their preferences and a real choice.
4.5
From the 20+ routes, six alternatives were
selected for public consultation. The selected routes were:From the central corridor.
• Orange route based upon Bexhill and Hastings
Western Bypass alignment, previously promoted by the
Highways Agency, which sought to use the alignment
of the disused railway.
From the southern corridor.
• Pink route – which sought to “hug” the urban
boundary.
• Purple route – which sought to deﬁne the edge of
the new development at North Bexhill and use the
Pebsham ridge before crossing the Combe Haven
Valley.
From the Northern Corridor
• Brown route which sought to pass around the west and
north side of the main Combe Haven Valley, avoiding
the main body of the SSSI and passing to the south of
Actons Farm.
• Blue route which sought to avoid the Combe Haven
SSSI and maximise the use of the existing landform to
accommodate the road in the landscape.

������
����

�����
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Drawing based on Ordnance Survey 1-2500 mapping with the permission of the
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Byway

• Red route went closer to Crowhurst village and
sought to use deep cuttings and tunnels to minimise
environmental impact, but at a signiﬁcantly larger
cost.
4.6
A further scheme was added to the six by a
member of the public after the consultation and this became
known as the Green route. It sought to “hug” the urban edge
even more closely than Pink Route.
4.7
Each of the routes was assessed against
engineering criteria to determine how well each route preformed
in those terms, whilst considering their relative environmental
merits against the design parameters.
Assessment of Route Options
Creating of a direct route
4.8
The most direct of the routes would be the
Orange route, which would cross the Combe Haven Valley.
The northern routes would be similar to each other in length,
with Brown being the most direct and Red the least of those
three. Pink and Green routes would be signiﬁcantly longer
and would not perform well in directness. Purple would not be
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as long as the other southern routes but would still be some
0.5Km longer than Blue route. From a road based accessibility
point of view the Orange Route would be the most efﬁcient.
However, the Orange alignment would be unsatisfactory for
providing a route for non motorised users, so would be most
unlikely to perform well for those uses. The northern routes
would therefore perform best overall, for accessibility.

Landscape.
4.9
The Landscape Character Study identiﬁes the
main landscape character areas, the integrity of which the
design seeks to retain.
4.10
The proposed Pebsham Countryside Park sets
out to retain the landscape integrity of the area and in particular
the valley of the Combe Haven, as a wildlife area and area of
countryside, close to but largely detached from the towns. A
road can be an urban inﬂuence but when designed within a
green corridor can equally be a part of the rural landscape.
The endeavour with the road route selection has been to select
the route which has the greatest opportunity to minimise visual
detraction from the integrity of the landscape character areas

and the Combe Haven in particular and to enable the road
to become a part of the rural landscape and complement the
proposed Countryside Park.

It would be at the end of the line of sight down the valley from
the east and would be difﬁcult to integrate into the landscape.
Both the Red and Blue Routes had a strong potential to retain
the view intact as both would be to the edge of the Combe
Haven visual unit or outside of it.
4.13
Both Routes would have had similar effect upon
listed buildings at Adams Farm and Upper Wilting Farm. The
major difference between the two routes would have been that
the Red Route would incorporate two substantial tunnels to
cross ridges at Hillcroft Farm and Adams Farm. The costs
involved in these structures would only have been considered
if they generated substantial environmental beneﬁts over
the Blue Route which used cuttings to help absorb it into the
landscape. In reality there were both environmental beneﬁts
and dis-beneﬁts of using tunnels on this alignment, which
did not generate sufﬁcient justiﬁcation for the much higher
costs. The effect would also be to move the crossing of the
Powdermill Stream valley closer to the village of Crowhurst
and seriously degrade the opportunities to retain the integrity
of the Crowhurst Valley character area (Powdermill).

4.11
This view is of the Combe Haven Valley from
high ground to the east. It relays the best of what the valley
has to offer, the retention of which should be sought during
the route selection and detailed design process, almost as an
iconic view of this valley.
4.12
Of fundamental signiﬁcance to selection of the
appropriate route is to choose one which does not appear in
the view from the east. The orange, purple, pink and green
routes all cut across the valley ﬂoor of the Combe Haven.
The Brown route had some potential to be “contained” on the
north side of the valley, but from a landscape character point
of view, the route to the east of Actons Farm was at high risk of
generating visual intrusion into the main valley character area.

4.14
The Blue Route is therefore considered to offer
the best match with the landscape design parameters and
best overall opportunities to be integrated with the landscape,
in spite of the fact that it is further into the countryside than the
southerly or central routes.
Impact on High Weald AONB.
4.15
An assessment was made of the potential visual
effects of routes upon the High Weald AONB. Computer
generated Zones of Visual Inﬂuence were run for each Route.
The Orange, Purple, Pink and Green Routes were found to
have a higher risk of being visible from the AONB. This is
primarily due to:• The section of routes on the elevated ground on the
Pebsham-Sidley Ridge.
• The openness of the crossing of the valley and the
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potential level at which the crossings may be made
(e.g. the previously proposed Bexhill-Hastings
Western Bypass was on a 12m high viaduct) and the
inappropriateness of introducing landscape mitigation
measures, earthworks or planting to the SSSI.
4.16
The northern routes generally ran a much lower
risk of effect upon the AONB even though they were closer to
it. This was primarily because of the opportunity to construct
them very low in the landscape. However, there would be a
sensitive section of the Blue and Red routes as they cross
the Watermill Stream Valley, when viewed from the Catsﬁeld
Road, which is on the AONB boundary. This problem was not
so signiﬁcant with the Brown Route.

4.17
Consideration has been given to the effects and
nature of any future “development led” junction at Glovers
Farm, when seen from the north, which would be common to
all routes. However, this is not a part of the Highway Authority’s
proposals and if it were to happen, would be the subject of a
different planning consent. Studies have demonstrated that
a signalised junction is achievable and potentially would be
much less intrusive in the landscape that a roundabout. The
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Highway Authority would therefore prefer this type of junction
to be provided unless an acceptable alternative were to be
suggested. The Local Planning Authority and developers
would identify the exact position of the junction which is
required to service the development. Therefore this scheme
indicates a length of the proposed Link Road along which a
future junction could be incorporated, subject to modiﬁcation of
the environmental earthworks and planting for this scheme.

Effects upon Wildlife and Archaeology
4.18
Orange, purple, pink and green routes would
all have had direct and signiﬁcant effect upon the SSSI and
archaeologically important areas. The Green Route would
also cross Ancient Woodland. These routes therefore were
in immediate conﬂict with the established design parameters.
The Brown Route also had a disadvantage in that it severed
Decoy Pond Wood from the rest of the SSSI and consequently
crossed a part of the Combe Haven SSSI. It was clear
from the regular discussions through the Liaison Group
which the Highway Authority established with the Statutory
Environmental Bodies, including English Heritage, English
Nature, Countryside Agency and Environment Agency, that
they shared this view and this was generally conﬁrmed in their
consultation responses, which are summarised later
4.19
It is clear, however, that both Red and Blue routes
would still have an effect upon some areas of wildlife value
but that effect would not be of national signiﬁcance, which
the other routes would inﬂict. Both Routes avoid direct effect
upon the SSSI and both had the potential to use existing and
additional landform to help absorb the road into the landscape
and minimise effect upon wildlife.
Impact upon Flooding.
4.20
The Combe Haven Valley and its tributaries
provide important relief from ﬂooding to urban areas and the

village of Crowhurst. At times of high rainfall and particularly
when linked with a tide lock of the Combe Haven preventing
outfall to the sea, the valley is seen to be ﬂooded for signiﬁcant
periods during the year. The ﬂuvial and tidal ﬂood plains are
deﬁned by the Environment Agency.
4.21
It has been agreed, by the Environment Agency
that, for the purposes of designing the road, the Highway
Authority need only take account of the ﬂuvial ﬂood plain
because of the level of protection afforded to these areas by
the coastal protection policy.
4.22
It is only the Red Route which completely
avoided the ﬂood plain. All the other consultation routes had
an effect upon the ﬂood plain, although, of the remaining six
routes, the Blue Route had the shortest crossing of the ﬂood
plain. The loss of ﬂood water storage in the ﬂood plain has to
be compensated for by providing alternative storage within the
highway scheme.
4.23
The long crossings of the Valley as necessitated
by the Orange, Purple, Pink and possibly the Green Routes
would be likely to have to be on viaduct type structures
because of concerns over impeding ﬂood ﬂows. However
the detail of this has not been pursued by the County Council
because of the other overriding issues affecting selection of
these routes.
4.24
Similarly the run off from the road has to be
collected, treated and retained separately to the ﬂood water.
The routes which avoid the SSSI are generally more capable
of satisfactorily dealing with road run off than those which have
signiﬁcant lengths within the SSSI.
4.25
There are six classiﬁed water courses in the
search area for the route:• The Egerton Stream – This would be affected by the
Bexhill Connection and is therefore common to all the
routes. The existing disused railway corridor acts as
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a ﬂood storage overﬂow area for the stream. This
storage would be lost and because of the ‘tight’ space
into which the road would have to ﬁt, dealing with this
water generates a particular problem.
Although this is a classiﬁed water course, parts of it are in
signiﬁcant lengths of culvert. The objective would be to retain
as much of the open water course as practically possible and
to put the stream in culvert where it would have to cross the
road.
• The Combe Haven – All the routes would involve
crossing this statutory water course. However, the
northern routes, and particularly the Red and Blue
Routes, would cross it where it is very small and is
culverted in places. The Environment Agency has
taken the view that it would not need maintenance
machinery access to the Combe Haven to the west of
the route if Blue or Red were developed. However, it
would require the stream to be crossed by free span
structures rather than culverts.
• Pebsham Stream – This important water course is one
of four tributaries of the Combe Haven and is likely to
become the major carrier of surface run off from the
new development areas at North Bexhill. Only the
Pink or Green Route would cross this water course.
• The Watermill Stream – This classiﬁed water course
and its ﬂood plain would be crossed by the Red, Blue
and Brown routes. The Environment Agency has
asked that it be crossed with a free span structure.
• Powdermill Stream – This follows an artiﬁcial course,
above the level of the valley bottom, along the foot of
the spur at Adam’s Farm. This would be crossed by the
Red, Blue and Brown Routes. It is the most signiﬁcant
of the tributaries and together with the Watermill
Stream is managed at an artiﬁcially higher water level
than the Combe Haven. There are particular ﬂooding
issues in Crowhurst village which the Environment
Agency has asked the County Council to investigate
and suggest measures which could be used to reduce
ﬂood frequency.

There are two streams in the Powdermill Valley. The
classiﬁed Powdermill Stream is to the eastern edge of
the valley and is elevated above the ﬂoor of the valley.
This Stream regularly overtops its banks, ﬂooding
arable ﬁelds. This water then ﬂows to the natural
bottom of the valley to where the historic course of the
Powdermill Stream still exists. The scheme has called
this stream the Powdermill Valley Stream. The ﬂood
water ﬂow then drains along this stream into the Combe
Haven, but crossing beneath the Watermill Stream.
This water course is not classiﬁed so the Environment
Agency is not insisting that it be spanned with a free
span structure. However, the classiﬁed Powdermill
Stream at the edge of the valley would need to have
free span crossings
• Decoy Stream – Red, Blue, Brown and Orange
Routes would cross this classiﬁed water course. The
Environment Agency has asked that this stream be
crossed with free span structures.
From the point of view of effects upon ﬂooding and river
crossings, there was a distinct preference towards the northern
routes.

Noise
4.26
The effect of noise upon homes and countryside
is a particular concern of the County Council. It is of the view
that this would be the single most signiﬁcant long term change
both to the urban and rural environments through which the
road would pass. The study area, in common with most of
East Sussex, experiences trafﬁc noise, but in the valleys it is
at low magnitude and acts as background noise which tends
to exist in most of the “remote areas” in the County.
4.27
The detail of noise effect is of course considered
in the Environmental Statement. However, for the purpose
of route selection in the rural part of the scheme a balance
was needed to be struck between increased noise upon
homes, increased noise upon a quiet rural environment and
any opportunities to reduce the noise levels for homes and in
AONB, countryside and settlements.
4.28
Clearly the Pink and Green Routes would
signiﬁcantly increase noise levels to many homes on the
urban edge. These living environments are currently quiet by
urban standards and many people would be affected. It would
also be the case that because the rural area of the valley is
so quiet, all the route options would effect a signiﬁcant change
to the valley. Those options which would be within the open
valley (Orange, Purple, Pink and to a lesser extent Green),
by their very nature and the nature of the open landscape,
had few opportunities for mitigation. The northern options,
although potentially taking the noise inﬂuence further into
the countryside, had more opportunities for incorporating
earthworks and other noise mitigation measures by virtue of
the character of the landscape and its capacity for change and
adaptation. The range of options for change and measures
to integrate the road into the landscape can draw upon the
characteristics of that landscape, including the undulating
landform which the route would cross and its complementary
vegetation.
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Air Quality

Provision for Non Motorised Users

4.29
Routes which would be closer to the existing Air
Quality Management Area at Bulverhythe would be likely to
achieve the least improvement to air quality in the area. The
northern routes, whilst introducing an increase in pollution
from vehicles, to the countryside, would tend to spread and
disperse the effects of trafﬁc fumes and would affect fewer
receptors.

4.33
It was accepted that none of the alignments
across the valley required street lighting other than at the
junctions. In this respect there was little between the route
options. However, the impact of vehicle lights at night acted
strongly against those routes which would not have the
ability to incorporate earthworks or other mitigation measures
on either side, to screen or absorb that light. Those routes
which crossed the valley, Orange, Pink and Purple, therefore
performed worst against this parameter. The Brown route
was on the edge of the valley so there would be difﬁculties
in creating adequate control of light pollution with earthworks
or barriers. It was only the Blue or Red routes which had the
ability to incorporate measures to minimise light pollution.

Compatibility with the proposed Pebsham Countryside
Park
4.30
There would be no access from the BHLR into the
proposed Countryside Park at any point along its route. There
is therefore the potential for any route which should cross the
Park area to sever it and reduce its wildlife and recreational
viability. Routes which would largely circumnavigate rather
than traverse the area would be likely to be more compatible
with the Park proposals and optimise good land use planning.
The larger the space embraced by the road, the more chance
the park can retain countryside character within it. The area
south of and including the landﬁll site at Pebsham is proposed
to become the main activity area of the Park. To the north of
that, would be the area which would generate a strong sense
of countryside and wildlife conservation.
Pink and Green Routes would largely retain a sense of
countryside to the north but would seriously compromise the
activity area.
Orange and Purple Routes would seriously compromise the
sense of countryside, albeit that the activity area would remain
intact.
However, Red, Blue and Brown, but particularly Red and Blue
Routes would enable both a sense of countryside to the north
and activity to the south to be retained within the proposed
Countryside Park.
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Minimising Light Pollution

Effect upon Farms
4.31
There are a number of Public Rights of Way which
cross the area which may be affected by the different options.
However, given the Local Plan Policies for a Countryside Park
and the Access Strategy for the Park, these paths need to be
put into the context of the planned public access to the area
and the aspirations to achieve “Access for All”. Given the fact
that many of the existing Public Rights of Way are impassable
for signiﬁcant periods of the year because of ﬂooding, it is
particularly relevant to consider the opportunities which any
selected route would generate for all year round, high quality
access.
4.32
Any of the routes which would cross the
main body of the Combe Haven valley have very limited
opportunities to achieve a good standard of non motorised
user access. It is only the northern routes which would enable
that to happen. The Red and Blue Routes would perform best
in this respect. It is also clear that the Blue route would afford
the greatest opportunity to maximise connectivity between the
Rights of Way which would be crossed. They would generate
signiﬁcant opportunities for livery and equestrian units around
the proposed Park, to link to other paths in the area.

4.34
Almost the whole of the valley is farmed.
Clearly, the ﬂoor of the valleys are generally of poorer quality
or more at risk from ﬂooding. It therefore followed that the
routes which crossed the valley ﬂoor may tend to be less
disruptive to farming. This generated obvious conﬂicts with
other environmental interests. Given this conﬂict, routes
which tended to follow farm boundaries would tend to be less
disruptive to farming than those which sever farms.
4.35
All of the routes would cause disruption to
Glovers Farm. The Green route would be likely to cause least
damage to farms. Pink, Purple and Orange routes would
cause particular disruption to Upper Wilting Farm. Brown
would cause similar disruption but would also have effect upon
Acton’s Farm and Decoy Farm. Both Red and Blue had the
potential to avoid Acton’s Farm but both would cause harm to
Hillcroft Farm. Red would also affect Bynes Farm. In common
with Brown route, Blue and Red would also sever Decoy Farm
but they would cause less severance to Upper Wilting Farm
than the other routes.
There is clearly conﬂict between the impact on farming and
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other parameters, which would need to be mitigated through
the detailed design and compensation process.

The Red route was felt to be too expensive (£140m).
4.38
After the public consultation, a consultation was
also held with the Statutory Environmental Bodies and with
Hastings Borough Council, Rother District Council, SEEDA
and the Hastings Bexhill Task Force.
4.39
The Hastings and Bexhill Task force commented
that the road is an important component under the transport
Theme of the Five Point Plan and therefore strongly supported
the principle of the Link Road. It supported the Blue route as
reasonably direct, capable of being ﬁtted within the landscape
without the degree of intrusion of most other options. It
stressed the importance of working in concert with the
proposed Countryside Park.

Summary of public consultation
4.36
In February 2004 a major public consultation
was carried out to determine the level of support for a Link
Road and views on which route alignment was preferred.
An exhibition was mounted in 7 different venues and was
visited by over 4000 people. 65,000 tabloid information newssheets were circulated in the environs of Bexhill, Hastings and
Crowhurst and 2558 questionnaires we received during the
consultation period.
4.37
84% of respondents supported the principle of
the Link Road. Those who responded were clear that the
Orange and Blue routes were the most favoured. 37% of
ﬁrst choice voters were in favour of Orange and 24% were for
Blue. Of these two routes, people felt that blue would have the
least effect upon the environment and the natural landscape.
The remaining 39% of support was split between Red, Brown,
Purple and Pink routes, in that order. The Pink had least
support because people felt that it would not deal with the
problem of congestion and was too close to residential areas.

4.40
Rother District Council strongly supported the
principle of the Link Road and had a clear preference for the
Blue route, which should be considered as a part of a new
local transport package. Hastings Borough Council strongly
welcomed the Link Road, supported the Blue route and
resolved that the four southern routes should be opposed.
The Council asked the County Council to consider building
a dual carriageway, to study the effects of the Link Road
upon secondary road networks and to take care to address
severance issues at Upper Wilting Farm, in the Council’s
ownership.
4.41
The Pebsham Countryside Park Steering Group
expressed a preference for Red or Blue routes. The group
had particular concern that cycling, walking and horse riding
facilities should be incorporated into the scheme and severance
of public paths is avoided. Willingness was expressed, to
work with the Highway Authority, to identify opportunities for
joint planning of the road and its mitigation or compensation,
with proposals for the Park.
4.42
The Countryside Agency highlighted its view that
the whole area is attractive countryside and environmentally

important. However, its view was that whilst the red was
the closest to the AONB, it’s appeared to offer the best
opportunities to minimise the visual and noise effects upon
nearby designated landscapes of national importance. The
Agency considered that a single carriageway solution was
essential.
4.43
English Nature considered that only Red or Blue
were potentially acceptable. These did not sever the Combe
Haven SSSI and avoided Ancient Woodlands and Sites of
Nature Conservation Importance. English Nature could not
support Pink, Orange, Purple or Brown routes.
4.44
English Heritage did not favour Purple or Pink
routes and routes which crossed the ﬂoor of the Combe Haven
valley were likely to affect regionally or nationally important
archaeology. Red route, in its view offered some reduced
effect upon the archaeology of the valley sides, using tunnels
and Brown and Blue offered some opportunity for mitigation
of visual effects. Concern was expressed over effect on listed
buildings at Adams farm and Upper Wilting Farm and asked
that measures to relieve that should be considered. Whilst
English Heritage expressed no clear preference it generally
agreed with the Council’s consultants who favoured Blue or
red routes.
4.45
The Environment Agency would strongly object
to Orange, Purple or Pink Routes because of the effect upon
the Combe Haven ﬂood plain, SSSI and Local Nature Reserve.
It would object to Brown route because of the effects upon
SSSI and Local Nature Reserve. Although the Environment
Agency did not express a route preference, Red or Blue routes
appeared to have less effect than other routes.
4.46
It was clear from these responses that Orange
would not be acceptable to any of them and that the Blue route
was favoured and in some cases the only acceptable route.
The Blue Route was therefore considered to offer the most
balanced overall solution for the rural section of the BHLR.
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4.49
Before publishing the Modiﬁed Blue Route as the
Highway Authority’s preferred route, further slight modiﬁcations
were also made around Acton’s Farm, in order to maximise
the contribution which existing trees can make to integrate the
road into the landscape.

Crowhurst

B 2 09
2

4.48
In view of the public comments it was proposed
to modify the Blue Route to pass to the north of Upper Wilting
Farm at a lower ground level and closer to the farm boundary.
This alignment did not join with Crowhurst Road and therefore
there would be no junctions other than at Queensway. Street
lighting could therefore be limited to that around the Queensway
junction and potential light pollution could be minimised.

This map is reproduced from Ordnance Survey material with the permission
of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary
Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown
copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. 100019601. (2007).

A

4.47
However, some helpful issues were raised
through the consultation and were linked with other technical
considerations which arose at and shortly after the consultation
on route options. In particular:• People in Crowhurst preferred that there be no junction
between Crowhurst Road and BHLR near Upper
Wilting Farm.
• The junction arrangements at Upper Wilting Farm were
such that a roundabout and associated lighting would
generate a major visual intrusion on properties, on the
setting of the listed building at Upper Wilting and near
the top of the ridge, affecting the wider landscape.
• There were severe limitations on being able to reduce
the physical level of the road and junction arrangements
south of Upper Wilting Farm, because of the presence
of major underground services.
• The farm at Upper Wilting would suffer signiﬁcant
severance.
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5.0

Engineering Design of the Preferred Route.

Highway Design
5.1
Preferred Route for the Scheme would be 5.6km
long from its junction with the A259 in Bexhill to its junction with
Queensway in Hastings. Plans of the proposed scheme are
shown, related to Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement,
in Figures 3.3 to 3.9 with longitudinal sections in Figures 3.10
to 3.12 and cross sections being shown in Figures 3.13 to
3.20.overall map showing engineering design
5.2
The ﬁrst 1.5km section of the road is known
as the Bexhill Connection and would follow the route of the
disused Crowhurst, Sidley & Bexhill Branch Railway passing
through the built up area of Bexhill. It has been designed as a
standard single carriageway road comprising two 3.65m lanes
with 3.5m verges. The road would be accommodated within the
route of the disused railway without signiﬁcant earthworks.
5.3
The length of the road, through countryside
would be designed to a wide single carriageway standard.
This would comprise two 5.0m lanes, 1.0m hard strips and
2.5m minimum width verges. Grass drainage channels are
proposed where possible in the verges where they would be
widened to 4.5m. In some situations, wider verges would be
required to ensure that adequate visibility is available around
bends. A climbing lane would be provided on a particularly
steep section from Chainage 4535 to 5330. However, this
would not require any change to the carriageway width.
5.4
The southern end of the scheme shortly after
the Bexhill Connection would leave the A259 trunk road at
the Belle Hill Junction. A number of properties would have
to be demolished to accommodate the new alignment, some
of which have already been acquired and some are semiderelict. The existing trafﬁc signal controlled junction at Belle
Hill would be revised to accommodate the new road but should
not involve signiﬁcant increases in road space.
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5.5
The London Road, which currently joins the
A259 at this junction, would be diverted to join the Bexhill
Connection at a new trafﬁc signal controlled junction. The use
of London Road south of this junction would then be restricted
to immediate residents and buses, with a bus only link to
the new road created immediately to the north of the Belle
Hill Junction. A drop off point would be provided for parents
dropping off children attending the schools.
5.6
The Bexhill Connection would continue along
the line of the disused railway line through the built up area of
north Bexhill. From London Road to Ninﬁeld Road the route
would be near existing ground level with low embankments and
shallow cuttings being created in places. The existing bridges
at Woodsgate Park and Ninﬁeld Road would be demolished
and new structures built in similar positions. North of Ninﬁeld
Road the road would be near the base of a deep existing
cutting to a point just north of Glover’s farm buildings.
5.7
As the route would emerge from the cutting into
the countryside, it would run downhill, approximately due north
from Sidley, passing to the west of the main Combe Haven
valley, at a point where the valley is narrow. Avoiding the Site
of Special Scientiﬁc Interest (SSSI), the road would cross
the upper Combe Haven valley, on embankment up to 3.5m
above existing river bank level, before passing into cutting to
the west of Acton’s Farm.
5.8
Where the road would be on embankment, the
proposed earthworks would be extended so that 3 to 4 metre
high bunds could be created to provide noise attenuation whilst
also improving the visual screening for the road. At the Combe
Haven itself, a gap would be left in the earthworks and a clear
span bridge provided to cross the stream. To ensure that there
is no break in the noise attenuation, an environmental noise
barrier would be constructed adjacent to the road, linking the
earth bunding on either side of the stream.
5.9

From Acton’s Farm the route would then turn

eastwards in cutting up to 8.5m deep, toward the Watermill
Stream Valley. The existing byway, which provides access to
Acton’s Farm, would be diverted to the south of its current
alignment with a new bridge constructed to carry it over the
new road.
5.10
The road would then cross the Watermill Stream
Valley on embankment generally 3.5m above the valley ﬂoor.
Earth bunding and environmental barriers would be provided
across the valley with a clear span bridge at the stream, in
a similar manner to that described for the Combe Haven.
The road would cut through the southern end of the Hillcroft
Farm ridge, the cutting being up to 7.2m deep. The existing
bridleway would be severed near Chainage 3430. Path users
would follow the Greenway eastwards up the side of the ridge
to cross the road on a new bridge before descending back
to the continuation of the bridleway. This bridge would also
provide an access route for Environment Agency maintenance
vehicles, allowing them to travel between the Watermill Steam
to the north and south of the new road.
5.11
On emerging from the Hillcroft Farm cutting
the road would cross the valley of the Powdermill Stream on
embankment 4.0 to 5.0m above valley level, crossing in turn the
Powdermill Valley Steam and the Powdermill Stream on clear
span bridges. Earth bunding and environmental noise barriers
would be provided across the valley in a similar manner to
that described for the Combe Haven. The route of the 1066
Country Walk follows the west bank of the Powdermill Stream.
The path route would only be slightly changed as it would be
spanned by the new bridge, allowing people to continue to
walk along the river bank.
5.12
The road would pass to the south of Adams
Farm and then into a deep cutting, 12.8m in depth. This would
be the deepest cutting that would have to be constructed. In
order to allow the Environment Agency vehicles access to the
Powdermill Stream on either side of the new road, an access
route would be provided along the Greenway to the south
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of the road, crossing the cutting on a new bridge and then
along a new access track running north from Adam’s Farm
before descending into the Powdermill Valley and crossing
the stream on another new bridge. The new overbridge would
also provide agricultural access across the cutting to link land
severed by the new road. Because it would join with the drive
to Adams Farm, which the County Council would own, the
Highway Authority would provide a permissive path for non
motorised users, including horses as a link to Crowhurst Road
and Swainham Lane in the north.
5.13
The road would emerge from this cutting onto
an embankment, 4.0m to 6.2m high across the Decoy Stream
valley (Figure 3.19), passing north of Decoy Pond Wood and
the Combe Haven SSSI, before entering another cutting as it
climbs up the valley side towards Upper Wilting Farm. Once
again a clear span bridge would be provided across the Decoy
Steam with some earth bunding and environmental noise
barriers being provided across the valley in a similar manner
to that described for the Combe Haven.
Agricultural vehicular access from the Decoy
5.14
Stream north and south of the new road would be via a new
access track constructed to the north of the new road from
Decoy Stream to the Adam’s Farm Overbridge, and back to
Decoy Stream via the Greenway. The Highway Authority is
prepared to widen the bridge over the Decoy Stream to create
a 4m wide stoned track and raise the headroom to 3m in order
to allow for cattle to pass underneath the road and thus ease
the severance of the farm which would otherwise result.
5.15
Climbing from Decoy Stream the gradient of the
road would increase rapidly to a maximum of 7.3% (1 in 14),
which is near the maximum permitted by the design standard.
Because of this, the road would be would be marked with
an east bound climbing lane between Chainage 4535 and
Chainage 5330.
5.16

The existing Crowhurst Road would be diverted

to the east of its current alignment to enable the new bridge
to be constructed without a complete closure of the existing
road. However, it is proposed to close Crowhurst Road to all
trafﬁc except for local access during the construction period.
This proposal is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3 of the
Environmental Statement, Construction Strategy.
5.17
From Crowhurst Road the route would continue
eastward, crossing the London to Hastings Railway on a
bridge. The design and construction of this structure would
be complicated by the presence of a high pressure gas main
and the Marline Valley Woods SSSI which lies just to the north
of the route. The road embankment and railway bridge would
be designed to avoid direct effect on either of these. East of
the railway the route would terminate at a new trafﬁc signal
junction on Queensway at the western edge of the Hastings
urban area. The parapet of the railway bridge would be
supplemented with a transparent panel to increase the height
of the effective noise barrier, particularly on the north side
where there could be an effect upon the SSSI.
Junction Design
5.18
Three new junctions would be required for the
main Scheme. A key aspect of the design of each junction
is to facilitate bus movements by incorporating bus priority
measures, to maximise beneﬁts for public transport services.
5.19
The Belle Hill Junction is an existing trafﬁc signal
controlled junction with pedestrian crossing facilities. The
northern arm of this junction would be amended to incorporate
the Bexhill Connection, removing the direct connection for
general trafﬁc to London Road. This arrangement would retain
pedestrian facilities at the junction, and provide ‘Bus Only’
access between London Road and the Bexhill Connection
immediately north of the Belle Hill junction. All other local trafﬁc
would access London Road via a new junction, located 150m
north of Belle Hill.

5.20
The London Road Junction would be a signal
controlled junction providing access between the Bexhill
Connection and London Road. No pedestrian facilities would
be provided at this junction as there are no footway links
between London Road the Bexhill Connection. There would
however be a 2m wide footway to the west of the new road
linking Chapel Path to Bancroft Road. A pedestrian underpass
would be provided on the current alignment of Chapel path
by raising the road between the Belle Hill and London road
junctions. A priority junction would provide access to the
southern arm of London Road for buses and local access
only.
5.21
The Queensway Junction would also be a signal
controlled junction providing bus priority on all approaches.
Although the junction of Queensway with Crowhurst Road will
not be signalised, a ‘Toucan’ crossing would be provided just to
the south of this junction. New footways would be constructed
from Mayﬁeld Lane to the crossing and from the crossing
along Crowhurst Road. The existing Crowhurst Road railway
bridge, which is narrow, would have trafﬁc signals installed
to allow only one lane of trafﬁc to use the bridge at any time.
This would then allow a raised footway to be provided along
the south side of the bridge connecting to the existing footpath
and proposed Greenway. Provision will also be made for a
public path along the west side of Queensway running parallel
with it, at the top of the existing cutting, to link with the existing
public footpath network.

5.22
The scheme, as proposed, does not promote
any other junctions, however, there is a recognition that there
may be a need for a junction to to serve the new development
at North Bexhill, which a developer may have to provide.
However, it is for the design strategy for the new development
to determine the exact location of any new junction. Therefore,
this is indicated on the scheme proposal as a “box” within
which the junction could be located. Work done in preparation
for the scheme has indicated that a signal controlled at grade
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junction with bus priority measures would adequately provide
for any link, which a developer may propose.

Resting places would be provided at intervals over the whole
route but special provision would be made were gradients
exceed 5%.

as they do not have sufﬁcient width or provide the headroom
that would be required for the Bexhill Connection to pass
underneath.

5.28
A commentary on the Greenway alignment will be
found in the Environmental Design section of this statement.

5.33
At Woodsgate Park the bridge would have to
be constructed on the line of the existing road to minimise
land take. This means that Woodsgate Park would have to be
closed for the duration of the construction period. This would
have to be co-ordinated with the works required at Ninﬁeld
Road to ensure that disruption to the existing road network is
kept to a minimum.

Greenway Design
5.23
The Scheme is seen as part of a “green”
access corridor between Bexhill and Hastings and would be
accompanied by a Greenway to accommodate utility and
recreational, non-motorised activities such as cycling, walking
and horse riding.
5.24
The Greenway would be constructed to current
standards making provision for disabled access. Where
possible it has been designed to be outside of the 50dB noise
contour to allow users to enjoy the countryside environment.
5.25
Over much of the length of the Greenway the
equestrian provision and the pedestrian and cycle route would
be separate. Over these lengths the equestrian route would
be a 3m wide track with 1m verges. This comprises gravel
and topsoil mixed in equal proportions, then grass seeded to
produce a hard wearing surface that resembles a grass track.
The pedestrian and cycle route would be a 3.0m wide surfacedressed bituminous path with 1m wide verges. There would
be no segregation between pedestrians and cyclists.
5.26
Where it would not be possible to separate
the equestrians from other users, the Greenway would be
increased in width and a 3.5m dressed bituminous surface
provided. The grass verges would be provided of either 2.5m
on each side or 4m on one side and 1m on the other.
5.27
The Greenway would be designed with gentle
gradients (5%) where possible, but the nature of the landscape
it passes through means that this cannot be achieved in all
locations without employing excessive earthworks. Generally
gradients would not exceed 6%, except for a section east of
Decoy Pond where two short sections with gradients of 10%
would be required to climb the hill near Upper Wilting Farm.
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5.29
Since the publication of the preferred route the
design of the Greenway has been reviewed and its design
has been led by environmental considerations and is covered
under section 6. The main change is to achieve a much higher
degree of separation between equestrian users from cyclists
and walkers. The amount of fencing “containing” the paths
has been reduced and will be primarily to resolve any conﬂicts
between agricultural and wildlife management activities and
path users.
Structures
5.30
At Chapel Path, a pedestrian underpass would
be provided on the line of the existing path. The subway would
be 5m wide, 2.4m high and designed to provide an open feel
with clear views through it.
Culverts
5.31
To implement the Scheme a total of 21 new
structures would need to be constructed along with a number
of culverts and retaining walls. The major structures being:
• a pedestrian underpass at Chapel Path;
• six new overbridges including three to replace existing
bridges;
• seven new underbridges including ﬁve river crossings
and crossings over Crowhurst Road and the railway;
• six new river crossings for the Greenway and
• one new river crossing primarily for the Environment
Agency.
5.32
It would be necessary to replace the existing
bridges at Woodsgate Park, Ninﬁeld Road and Glovers Farm,

5.34
The Woodsgate Park Overbridge has been
designed to carry a replacement for the existing road 6.0m wide
with 2m footways on either side. This bridge would comprise
a concrete deck supported by steel beams. Steel beams have
been proposed as they can be prefabricated and lifted into
place in one operation, reducing the time Woodsgate Park
would need to be closed. At existing road level the structure
would reﬂect the character of the current streetscape with
brick faced parapets and copingstones.
5.35
Similarly, due to the constrained nature of the site
at Ninﬁeld Road the new bridge would have to be constructed
on the line of the existing road. Due to the importance of this
road to the local highway network it would not be possible to
completely close Ninﬁeld Road during construction. At least
one lane would have to be maintained at all times, the need
for a ﬂexible construction methodology has dictated the form
of structure proposed.
5.36
The Ninﬁeld Road Overbridge has been designed
to carry a replacement for the existing road 7.3m wide with
3m minimum width footways on either side. This bridge would
comprise a concrete deck supported by pre-stressed concrete
beams. These beams have been proposed as they can be lifted
into place in a number of short duration operations reducing
disruption. At existing road level the structure would reﬂect
the character of the current streetscape in a similar manner to
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Woodsgate Park Overbridge.
5.37
The four rural over bridges at Glovers Farm,
Acton’s Farms, Hillcroft Farm, and Adam’s Farm have been
designed to create a family of similar structures. Each would
be a single span slightly arched bridge with the abutments
set well back from the highway verge at or near the top of the
cutting. Each of these bridges would be formed of a concrete
deck supported on steel beams with 1.8m high parapets.

Chapel Path Underpass
Typical Rural Underbridge Elevation

5.38
The existing Glovers Lane bridge would be
demolished and would be replaced with a new structure located
approximately 110m further north. This is to avoid directing
Greenway users through the farm buildings. The new Glovers
Farm Overbridge would carry a 4.5m access track to Glovers
Farm with a segregated 3.0m wide track for other users. The
track across this bridge is wide enough to accommodate a
future bus route should that be needed in the future.
5.39
The remaining accommodation overbridges
would all be constructed off the line of any existing access
route to maintain continuous access, and each would carry a
3.5m access track with 0.6m verges on either side. The track
would be suitable for all users including agricultural vehicles.

Typical Urban Overbridge Elevation

Typical Rural Overbridge Elevation

Railway Crossing

Typical Rural Greenway Elevation

5.40
Four of the ﬁve river crossings would carry the
new road over main rivers maintained by the Environment
Agency, these being Combe Haven, Watermill Stream,
Powdermill Stream, and Decoy Stream. Each structure is
designed to span the relevant watercourse plus a 2m wide
margin from each bank to meet the Environment Agency
requirements, particularly for wildlife movements. The ﬁfth
crossing would be over Powdermill Valley Stream. This is an
ordinary watercourse and not subject to the same restrictions
as main rivers.
5.41
Crowhurst Road Underbridge would be
constructed off the line of the existing Crowhurst Road, which
would be realigned following the completion of the new bridge.
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It would be similar in form to the other rural underbridges with
a concrete deck supported by precast concrete beams.
5.42
The Railway Underbridge would cross the
railway, the high pressure gas main, and Marline Valley Wood
SSSI in a single span of approximately 35m. Although not
physically effected by the new bridge a small area of the SSSI
(35 square metres) would be overshadowed by the bridge.
The structure would be13m high to the west of the railway,
due to the vertical alignment of the new road and the need to
cross Crowhurst Road and tie in with Queensway.
5.43
It is proposed to put the Egerton Stream into
culvert between a point just south of the Sidley Depot and
the existing culvert at Chapel Path. The stream would be
maintained, but only as a low ﬂow channel as far as Bancroft
Road. Any storm or ﬂood ﬂow would be diverted into the
culvert and stored in an underground tank between Chapel
Path and Bancroft Road. The culvert would comprise a 2.1m
diameter pipe from the Sidley Depot to Bancroft Road where
the remaining Egerton Stream ﬂow and other surface water
run off would be collected. Due to this, from south of this
point a 3.0m by 1.8m box culvert would be provided. The
culverts would take ﬂood ﬂows into a large under ground ﬂood
water storage tank. This would then be pumped out when the
capacity in the existing outfall culvert of the Egerton Stream
permits.
5.44
Another new culvert would be required at the
Decoy Valley. The existing drainage ditch ﬂowing along the
west side of the valley would need to be put into culvert under
the earthworks, new road, and Greenway for a length of some
150m.
Retaining walls
5.45
North of Ninﬁeld Road, retaining walls would be
required on both sides of the new road to minimise earthworks
in a sensitive area. These would both be approximately 200m
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long and have a maximum height of 1.5 to 2.0m. Further site
investigation is required before the ﬁnal form of construction
can be determined but it would be chosen to minimise impact
on both the existing trees in the cutting and noise and vibration
during construction. It is likely that they would be constructed
in bored piles or steel sheet piles, if it can be conﬁrm that the
latter would not need to be driven. The ﬁnished retaining walls
would be clad in masonry with concrete coping stones.
Greenway Structures
5.46
The six Greenway structures and the Environment
Agency access bridge would all be of similar form and
constructed with timber parapets. All of the structures would
be designed to a minimum load of an emergency vehicle, but
in order to prevent inadvertent unauthorised use by vehicles,
lockable bollards or other features would be installed on
both approaches to each bridge. The two bridges across the
Powdermill Stream, one on the Greenway and the EA access,
would have to carry vehicles and would therefore have to be a
heavier construction, although still with timber parapets.
5.47
In addition a number of small culverts would be
required on the Greenway where it crosses the minor ditches
and watercourses created as a part of the environmental
mitigation scheme.
Speed Limits
5.48
A 30mph speed limit would be imposed on the
new road from Belle Hill to approximately chainage 380,
covering the extent of the two junctions. North of this point
a 40mph speed limit would be introduced extending through
the urban section to Chainage 1880 approx. The immediate
approaches to the junction on the Queensway would also
have 40mph speed limits imposed. Over the remaining, rural
section, of the Scheme national speed limits would apply.
Lighting
5.49

All junctions would be lit but no lighting would be

provided between junctions. The lengths of road over which
lighting would be provided are shown on Figure 3.25. The
proposed lighting uses 12m, maximum, high columns with full
cut-off lanterns to minimise light overspill.
include the lighting drawing
Drainage Design
5.50
The drainage in rural areas would provide a
mainly soft engineering solution with shallow grass channels
(swales) to collect the highway run-off, draining via petrol
interceptors and sediment forebays to landscaped attenuation
ponds. The typical layout of the drainage pollution control
and storage measures is illustrated in the Environmental
Statement. Concrete channels are proposed from Chainage
4600m to 4960m where the carriageway is too steep for
grassed channels. Carrier pipes with inspection chambers
would collect the run-off past the ﬁrst channel outfall.
5.51
Pollution risk would be reduced by the inclusion of
oil interceptors on all drainage systems to collect hydrocarbon
pollutants and silts. To mitigate the risk of contamination
from accidental spills, additional tanks would be provided for
all rural catchments (i.e. all outfalls not draining to Egerton
Stream). The spill tanks would be located downstream of the
petrol interceptor and could be isolated via valves directing
ﬂow to the tanks instead of the attenuation ponds. Shut off
valves would be provided upstream of the outfalls to contain
the spills until the storage pipes could be emptied. Hardstands
would be provided to access the by-pass interceptors and spill
tanks.
5.52
Outfall into the attenuation ponds would be via
a headwall with sediment forebay. The forebay would allow
sediment to settle out before entering the attenuation pond
and would be separated from it by gabion baskets. The inlet
from the drainage system would be located above the normal
pool level and would be provided with erosion protection.
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5.53
The attenuation ponds would include a semi
permanent pool below the outlet with the base having
undulating levels and an irregular shape. Bunding would be
provided around the ponds to provide 300mm freeboard above
the maximum water level with a control device located in a
chamber downstream of the outlet to limit the pond discharges.
The outfall from the ponds would disperse overland via a
spreading channel. Maintenance access would be provided
to all ponds. The outfall ﬂow would be restricted to a rate
equivalent to the Greenﬁeld discharge rate.

of the preferred route. It explains how the design parameters
were applied to the design of the road and to facilities for
non-motorised users (NMUs), mitigation and compensation
proposals and how additional design principles have also
been applied to the detailed design.

5.54.
Urban sections of the road and junctions would
use traditional drainage systems consisting of kerbs and
gullies, with carrier pipes with inspection chambers collecting
the run-off from the gullies.
Due to the limited capacity of the existing culvert on the Egerton
Stream, at Chainage 160, run off from The Bexhill Connection
would have to be stored in oversize pipes under the highway
verge, before outfalling at a controlled rate, equivalent to the
green ﬁeld ﬂow, into the Egerton Stream.
5.55
The proposed Scheme would require the
diversion of high ﬂows along the Egerton Stream. The existing
channel running along the eastern side of the proposed
road would be retained for low ﬂows and high ﬂows would
be diverted down culverts on the west side of the road from
the proposed control structure at the head of the diversion,
then connecting to the existing culvert at Chapel Footpath.
An ofﬂine storage tank would be provided prior to the outfall to
provide ﬂood protection for events up to 1 in 100 years. The
storage tank invert level would be located below the Egerton
Stream outfall, and would be pumped down following large
rainfall events.

6.0

6.3
Although the Bexhill Connection would pass
through the urban area, it would not be connected to the
existing urban road network north of the London Road junction
and it would possess few of the characteristics of an urban
road or street. It would not be possible or appropriate to
design it with such characteristics, because of the increased
effect upon adjacent homes. It is therefore designed as a
road in a “green” corridor through an urban area. In response
to its location, the width of the road would also be limited to a
7.3m kerbed carriageway with no 1m hard strips but including
3.5m grass verges on both sides. There would be no street
lighting except at junctions. This junction lighting is seen as
important for road safety and personal security. For this reason
there would also be lighting under the proposed underpass at
Chapel Path.

Environmental Design of Preferred Route –

6.1
Section 4 explains the route selection process.
This section of the Design and Access Statement explains
how environmental issues have inﬂuenced the detailed design

6.2
The scheme, previously known as the Bexhill
Northern Approach Road (BNAR), which previously won
planning consent (subject to the construction of a By-Pass
and Spur road) but which has now expired, formed the basis
of the design for this section of the route. However, since that
time the context for the scheme has changed in respect of:• The trees and vegetation along the disused railway
line have become better established and now form a
signiﬁcant feature in the local townscape.
• The signiﬁcance of the Egerton Stream, its ﬂood
plain and function in ﬂood relief for area, has become
clearer.
• The Disability Discrimination Act and generally greater
awareness of the need to provide access for those
of all abilities, has led to an increase in the size of
footbridges in the vicinity of Bexhill High School.
• Whilst the corridor of the disused railway line is not
high in wildlife value, protected species do exist there
in greater numbers than before, particularly Badgers
and Great Crested Newts.

The Bexhill Connection (chainage 0-1700) – the urban
section.
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6.4
The Bexhill Connection falls into two sections,
north and south of the Ninﬁeld Road Bridge.

South

North

6.5
The landscape/townscape treatment of the road
south of Ninﬁeld Road is essentially different to the north.
To the north the road would be in the ﬂoor of a deep cutting
and the principle will be to retain, manage and supplement
the existing retained trees on the cutting faces. To the south,
although it would now be possible to retain some trees, the
scheme is based upon the construction of mounding and new
tree and shrub planting to create a buffer between the road
and adjacent properties.
6.6
The current character of the disused railway
would be lost with the demolition of the last remaining railway
structures. The objective is to generate a forward looking
scheme, not striving to hold onto the railway history. However,
detailing of structures is intended to strengthen the local identity
of the townscape rather than use standardised features. The
scope for creating distinctive engineering structures is very
limited because of the modest scale of the road. However,
the element of distinction would be achieved through a
complementary arts programme, which will be applied to the
whole of the Bexhill Connection, its structures and some local
spaces.
6.7
The loss of the existing bridges at Ninﬁeld Road
and Woodsgate Park will change the character of the street
scene at upper street level. Given that the link to railway history
is not relevant to the future of the corridor, it is not proposed
to replicate the large parapet walls which are characteristic
of the bridges in this area. However, it has been considered
relevant to construct a more modest brick parapet to pick up
on some of the characteristics of the area and create a feature
of some distinction.
6.8
The corridor of the disused railway is very
narrow and the engineering works associated with the road
construction are very signiﬁcant. It is inevitable that most
of the trees along the southern part of the route will be lost.
However, in consultation with ofﬁcers of the Planning Authority,
the alignment has been eased westward compared with the
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BNAR and preferred route, in order to retain as many trees as
practically possible, particularly in the area around Woodsgate
Park Bridge.
6.9
This design change has enabled the Highway
Authority to retain the Egerton Stream largely on its current
alignment on the east of the new road. However, the Stream
will only carry “normal” low water ﬂows. Flood ﬂows will be
diverted into a large culvert on the west side of the road and
then into a large underground, pumped storage tank, near the
London Road junction. More detail of this is covered under
the engineering design section and in the design chapter of
the Environmental Statement.
6.10
The effect of noise from the road upon properties
on either side of the road, would be a particular issue and
extensive use of noise barriers is proposed to reduce noise
levels throughout the Bexhill Connection. Low noise road
surfaces would be used throughout the scheme, on the Bexhill
Connection and the rural section. The scheme includes for
absorptive noise barriers on both sides of the road throughout
the Bexhill Connection, to 1.8m in height. A balance has to
be struck on the most effective location for noise barriers and
the most pragmatic and visually acceptable location. Most
of these barriers would be constructed on the back garden
boundaries as the optimum, most practical and effective
location for the beneﬁt of users of properties and gardens
around them. The boundary barriers would be installed at an
early stage of construction works, to help minimise the effects
of construction noise. These barriers would also increase the
security of the properties by the provision of a robust fence.
6.11
The southern end of the scheme has been
the subject of considerable appraisal of options. There is a
particular issue about how best to enable a signiﬁcant ﬂow
of pedestrians moving east/west, with the increased ﬂow
of north/south vehicular movements on the new road. In
addition to this, the townscape treatment of the underground
water storage tank has sought to turn a potential townscape
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liability into an asset. There is also a clear design objective to
create a worthy and distinctive townscape in this area, which
is the entrance to this major regeneration project and the
only place on the scheme where road users and pedestrians
come together and potentially share space. The previously
published scheme for the Bexhill Northern Approach Road
and the preferred route indicated a footbridge to cross the new
road. All those who have been consulted consider that the
scale of this structure would be out of scale with the townscape
and that alternatives should be explored. The detailed design
for the Bexhill Connection has reviewed that and considered
the three design options;Option 1. One or two footbridges, one for Chapel Path and
one for Bancroft Road or one shared bridge
Option 2. At grade signal controlled crossings and
Option 3. An underpass, under an elevated section of the
road.
6.12
The appraisal came out in favour of option 3,
which provides maximum safety and security for pedestrians
crossing the roads to Bexhill High School and King Offa Junior
School. The option proposes a simple pedestrian underpass
on the alignment of Chapel Path under an elevated road. The
Bancroft Road path would be closed and users diverted to
the underpass along a new path on the west side of the road
and the existing footways on the east. There was concern
that elevating the road would have some dis-beneﬁts but it is
considered that they would be outweighed by the advantages
of an underpass for pedestrians.
6.13
The space over the underground water storage
tank holds opportunities for the creation of a local open space,
which can strengthen local identity. The tank would be designed
with no free standing above ground structures which might
attract vandalism and be unsightly. The Highway Authority
intends to hold design workshops with local community
representatives. This would help to determine the ﬁnal form
of the space to meet local needs. The current design depicts
an informal meeting area with trees, grass and a mix of grass

and paved spaces, where parents can collect children from
the schools.

costly than an at grade solution. It also generates opportunities
to strengthen local character based upon community desires,
rather than a plethora of engineering features such as barriers
and signals which would be needed to generate safety for
children crossing the road.
6.16
The section of the road between the Belle Hill
junction and just beyond the London Road junction would set
out to generate a leafy treed avenue to help mark the transition
from the busy urban environment into the less formalised
green corridor up to Glovers Farm. Glovers Farm bridge then
acts as “gateway” to the countryside and to Bexhill from the
north.

6.14
The underpass and open space has been
planned as an entity. A key design consideration of the
underpass has been to ensure that there would be a clear line
of sight from London Road through the underpass towards the
schools. The underpass would pass through an embankment
planted with trees and shrubs. It could be clad in artwork,
yet to be deﬁned, in order to minimise grafﬁti, and strengthen
local identity and community engagement. The new road
would be on embankment, replacing the existing visual barrier
of buildings between London Road and the High School with
a planted bank. Noise attenuation barriers would be installed
on the embankment and while they would be visible over the
underpass entrance this timber structure would blend with the
trees and shrubs on the bank.
6.15
Concern has been expressed by the Planning
Authority that the area should be designed at grade with a busy
bustling townscape character. Whilst respecting this view, the
Highway Authority has placed a high priority of pedestrian
safety and security and minimising impact upon residents
of London Road. It believes that this represents a balanced
solution to conﬂicts in access needs, even though it is more

6.17
Both sides of the road will need to be Badger
fenced to provide two parallel corridors for them to travel into
the countryside. Passage across the road will be possible
through tunnels under the road in limited locations. The limited
locations are due to the necessity for extensive services and
drainage infrastructure and the difﬁculties with high water
table levels. The tunnels would be provided near the Sidley
highways depot, between chainage 900 and 1000 and
between Ninﬁeld Road Bridge and Glovers Farm. Tunnels
would also be provided within the structures of Woodsgate
Park and Ninﬁeld Road bridges and, because of the low trafﬁc
volume across Glovers Farm Bridge, badgers would be able
to use the bridge itself as a crossing point. Illustrate
6.18
Great Crested Newts in the former railway
cutting will be relocated to new ponds and habitat on land to
the north, before road construction commences.
6.19
New planting along the urban section would be
graded from south to north, from urban in character around
the underpass and up to Sidley Depot, but with more “native”
planting where wider areas of land exist between the road and
gardens.
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6.20
There is an area of land on the east of the road
and almost opposite Sidley Depot which would be fenced,
trees managed and some ﬁlling of gaps carried out and then
managed, if possible, through a local community involvement,
as a “pocket park” but with two main functions:• wildlife management, including the creation of artiﬁcial
badger setts;
• and as a landscape buffer between road and homes.
6.21
The whole of the railway corridor would be
changed from an unmanaged, abused and ﬂy - tipped area, to
a managed road, landscape and wildlife corridor.
6.22
The purpose of the road project would be to
provide additional road space to create a stronger and more
reliable link between the two urban centres of Bexhill and
Hastings and link to the main roads servicing the towns. It
would not become a new urban street nor would it have the
purpose of linking individual roads within the urban areas. It
therefore would not provide a connection at Ninﬁeld Road or
Woodsgate Park. A269 trafﬁc from the north-west would join
the road at the London Road junction or may in future use the
link through the North Bexhill development area.
6.23
Consideration has been given to providing at
grade trafﬁc signal controlled junctions at Ninﬁeld Road and
Woodsgate Park. It is considered that a Woodsgate Park
junction would neither be necessary not in character with the
predominantly residential road. It is clear that such junctions
can generate additional travel choices but they can also
increase community severance. A junction at Ninﬁeld Road
would tend to draw more trafﬁc through Sidley High Street,
from A259 and from the settlements and lanes in the AONB
countryside to the north. It could improve opportunities to
integrate the new community at North Bexhill with Sidley but
it could lead to greater congestion in the shopping centre.
The preferred travel choice between the new community and
Sidley would be by cycling, walking and public transport via
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the Glovers Farm Greenway link. On balance the Highway
Authority has chosen to retain the grade separation between
the roads and not to promote junctions at Woodsgate Park
or Ninﬁeld Road. The Bexhill Connection would not have an
accompanying Greenway as the existing network of footways
and roads in the urban area would provide for cycling and
walking.
Glovers Farm
6.24
The road would emerge from the disused railway
cutting out into an area of distinctly more rural character; the
Glovers Farm Bridge is intended to mark a change in character.
It is expected that this would eventually; be reinforced
eventually by the construction of the junction to serve the new
housing and business areas at North Bexhill on either side of
the BHLR.
6.25
The scheme does not make provision, nor
include any proposals for junctions other than at either end of
the proposed road. However, during the design process there
has been some recognition of potential secondary effects and
the desire of developers to create junctions with it and the
likely environmental effects of such proposals. The proposed
development of North Bexhill may call for a junction just
north of Glovers Farm. A junction in this location could cause
landscape effects so the Highway Authority would prefer that
any junction should be a signal controlled junction because
the creation of a roundabout would be difﬁcult to achieve
satisfactorily.
6.26
Glovers Farm Bridge would provide:• access for farm trafﬁc,
• ultimately, access for small buses if the demand
exists,
• a diverted public footpath
• an NMU access, including equestrians, to the proposed
Countryside Park and permissive path along the
disused railway track to the east and

• a Badger crossing.
It marks a transition to the rural section of the scheme.
6.27
The location of the Glovers Farm over bridge
has been given particular consideration in the preliminary
design stage and a change has been made from the preferred
route. The existing public footpath passes through the group
of farm buildings from the existing bridge. The existing bridge
is inadequate to span the new road so would need to be
demolished. The opportunity would be taken to reroute the
footpath around the farm building group by locating the new
bridge to the north of the farm group, whilst also accommodating
the access to the farm and Greenway associated with the
scheme.
6.28
The Glovers Farm new bridge design sets the
style for the “family” of over bridges in the rural section of the
scheme. That style is based upon a simple steel curved form,
reﬂecting the curved landforms in the area but providing a “low
key” design which will not compete with or seek to dominate
the rural character in which they are set.
6.29
In order to minimise damaging effects upon the
integrity of the landscape and its character areas and to help
integrate the road into the landscape, ﬁrm design principles
were established from the outset to enhance the design
parameters;
• To keep the level of the road as low as possible in
the landscape making allowance for the depth of the
structures over the streams.
• To use earthworks, as far as they relate to the landscape
character and scale, to seek to minimise the visual
effects of large vehicles on the BHLR and the effects
of road noise.
• To develop the road and Greenway design in
accordance with modern standards and as expressed
in DMRB.
• To develop the road and greenway, its mitigation and
compensation to be complementary to the proposed
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Drainage
6.33
Whilst the drainage features are primarily a
feature of the engineering design of the scheme, they have
been designed to complement and create added value to the
environmental design. The drainage features are either related
to road surface water drainage or ﬂood storage to replace that
lost from the scheme construction.
Typical cross section of the road across the valley.

•
•
•
•
•

Pebsham Countryside Park.
To minimise the effects of structures upon water ﬂows
in the valleys
To minimise effects upon water quality in the valleys
To minimise effects upon listed buildings.
To minimise effects upon farms.
To minimise the effects of noise in this quiet countryside,
the SSSI and the enjoyment of countryside access
routes.

span structures, have been considered and appraised. The
level of the road could be reduced by up to 1.0m in places but
other factors, such as the need to gather road surface water
and carry it to treatment / attenuation ponds, reduce this in
places. It is believed that culverts produce some signiﬁcant
disadvantages to wildlife or place risks upon the movement
of wildlife. It has therefore been decided that the landscape
beneﬁts do not outweigh wildlife risks, so free span structures
over rivers/ streams will be provided even though they slightly
raise the road level above that which might otherwise be
achieved.

Design Principles
Existing Access and Public Rights of Way

6.34
The surface water drainage system follows the
principles of “Sustainable Drainage Systems” (SuDS) as far
as is practicable. Most of the road surface water in the rural
section is collected in grass swales where partial treatment
takes place. It is then transported through oil interceptors
and pollution control measures to attenuation ponds. These
ponds would be built with treatment reed beds and open water
lagoons which would be larger in size than actually required
to deal with the highway runoff, in order that their landscape
and wildlife potential could be more easily realised. If water
levels become too high they would spill over a weir into
existing watercourses. An unobtrusive stone access route
for maintenance vehicles would be required from the new
road but this would only be used occasionally and in cases of
emergency.

Level of the road
6.30
The ﬁnal lowest level of the road is dictated initially
by the needs of the Environment Agency, the wildlife and water
management in the valleys. The road has been designed
to minimise effects upon ﬂood water storage and movement.
The Environment Agency’s policy is for free span structures
to be provided over existing water courses, particularly if they
are classiﬁed. These structures must have an unobstructed
freeboard above ﬂood level to sofﬁt level of 0.6m and must
also provided sufﬁcient headroom for maintenance access to
the underside of the structures. These factors contribute to
raising the road signiﬁcantly above ﬂuvial ﬂood level. Because
of this and the possible effect upon design principles and
development costs, options involving culverts, rather than free

6.31
It is almost inevitable that the introduction of a
new road corridor through an area of countryside will cause
the severance of existing access routes. Of particular concern
are Public Rights of Way (PROWs), agricultural access and
Environment Agency access to statutory watercourses.
6.32
Because the road would be as low as possible in
the landscape, all but one of the crossings would be on bridges
over the new road. The exception being at Adams Farm where
the 1066 Country Walk could be retained approximately on its
existing alignment under the new road, albeit that an alternative
over the road would also provided.

6.35
In some situations, where gradients are
sufﬁciently steep to make grass swales unstable, concrete
collection channels are necessary. This would be the case
alongside the climbing lane near Upper Wilting Farm. From an
environmental point of view this is considered acceptable, as
this section is close to the eastern urban end of the scheme.
The Bexhill Connection is drained with a conventional gully
and pipe system into storage tanks, which are described in
section 5.
6.36
The road results in loss of ﬂood water storage
as it crosses both the Watermill and Powdermill Valleys. The
scheme therefore would provide for replacing that storage in
two locations outside of the current ﬂood plain. There are two
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ponds proposed on either side of the Combe Haven upstream
of the new road crossing. The Environment Agency has insisted
on retaining the existing Combe Haven stream rather than
enabling a single pond to be created. The second area would
be in the Powdermill Valley upstream of the road crossing,
where a substantial area would be excavated to generate,
not only ﬂood storage but also wildlife areas to mitigate and
compensate for losses through the construction of the road.
These areas, together with some minor increase in volume
through lowering ground levels within the ﬂood plain, would
compensate for the loss of ﬂood water storage which the road
construction would generate.

6.39
The handling of top-soils would be critical to the
success of the environmental design. Top soils of different
types and location would be tracked and recorded to enable
the placing of soils in the appropriate habitat creation areas.
In that way local seed sources can be maintained and the best
opportunity given to rapid restoration of local habitat types.

Earthworks

Noise

6.37
The scheme for the construction of the road
is accompanied by a comprehensive scheme of earthworks
which have been designed to integrate the road with the
landscape, reducing noise and visual effects in particular. The
objective of the earthworks design is to balance the need for
ﬁll with the volume of excavated material. In addition, there is
ﬂexibility in the amount of material which can be won from the
borrow pit near Glovers Farm and the depth of material which
can be won from the Powdermill Valley after the ﬂood storage
capacity has been reached.

6.41
The noise generated by the use of the road is
considered to be the single most signiﬁcant element which
would inﬂuence the character of the countryside, given the
current quiet nature of the valley. Particular attention has
therefore been given to design measures to moderate the
effect of noise upon the countryside. Low noise road surfaces
would be used throughout the scheme. Long lengths of tall
noise fences could effect major reductions in noise levels
but would be alien to the local landscape. A balance has
therefore been struck between the maximum reduction in
noise levels, that could be effected using barriers and what
could be achieved using features that would integrate with
the landscape to achieve a reasonable but still high level of
reduction. A World Health Organisation standard has been
adopted as a reasonable noise level to retain enjoyment of
countryside character, of 50Decibels (dB). The scheme has
therefore been designed to keep predicted areas of 50dB and
above away from the SSSI. It would also be possible to keep
the PROWs and the Greenway paths away from these noisier
areas. The noise contour map indicates the predicted noise
levels overlaid on the scheme plan in the rural area.

6.38
An order to optimise noise reduction it would
be necessary to raise the height of the mitigation earthworks
above that originally proposed in the preferred route scheme
and to increase the steepness of the roadside faces to
approximately a 1 in 3 gradient. This would require high quality
structural characteristics in the soils to be used. These soils
would be most likely to be won from cuttings and the higher
ground rather than the valley ﬂoors. Insufﬁcient good quality
material would be won from the road cuttings, so the ﬁelds
near Glovers Farm would be used as borrow pits. The area
would then be restored with material won from the ﬁelds in the
Powdermill Stream Valley and in the valley ﬂoor.
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6.40
Where agricultural restoration is proposed, soil
types applicable to that restoration would be retained and
placed in similar location to the original location. This would
be particularly important for the restoration of land with organic
status.

The Strategy for Trees and Woodland in the Rural Area
6.42
Trees and woody vegetation would be used
to complement earthworks in the overall environmental
scheme for the road. The following criteria have been used in
developing the strategy and scheme for trees and woodlands
in the rural areas:• Minimise loss of trees and woodlands throughout the
scheme.
• Secure the management of trees and woodlands which
are important to the visual screening of the scheme
and minimising effect upon landscape character.
• Introduce new planting of trees, woodlands, shaws and
hedges to help integrate the road into the landscape
and beneﬁt wildlife.
• Where new woodlands, tree belts or shaws are
introduced, to reduce the visual effects of the road, to
ensure that they are a minimum of 10m wide to enable
a mix of species and density to secure screening all
year round.
• Where new woodland, shaws and tree belts are
proposed, to ensure that the species mixes are based
upon those which exist locally.
• Where hedges are introduced, to ensure that native
species mixes are used and wherever possible that
trees are allowed to grow within them.
• To take into account the trees and woodland strategy
for the proposed Pebsham Countryside Park.
• Wherever possible, to use trees and woodland
to replace lost wildlife habitats and enhance the
biodiversity of the area.
• To offer planting on selected land, owned by people
who may gain unwanted views of the road, to reduce
such views (off site planting).
• Wherever possible, to allow natural regeneration
of trees and scrub, where it meets with biodiversity
requirements.
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10
5
10
5
5
5
5
5

Crataegus monogyna
Euonymus europaeus
Ilex aquifolium
Lonicera periclymenum
Prunus spinosa
Rosa canina
Salix caprea
Viburnum opulus

1+1
1+1

1+1
1+1
1+0
1+1

450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
300-450 2.l. pot
300-450 2 l. pot
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.

HIGH FOREST WOODLAND MIX BASED ON NVC W8/10
AT PROPOSED BEXHILL to HASTINGS LINK ROAD.
6.43 The main planting mixes, which would be used in
the scheme, are shown here. These have been based upon
the types of species mixtures found locally. However to
strengthen this approach, some recently published techniques
for establishing woodland ground ﬂora would also be used.
This involves returning to the plantations after about 5 years,
when the canopy has closed and planting or seeding with
locally occurring woodland ﬂoor species. Wherever possible
the management would allow for regeneration species to be
incorporated as succession progresses.

WOODLAND EDGE WOODLAND MIX BASED ON NVC W8
AT PROPOSED BEXHILL to HASTINGS LINK ROAD.

%
3
3
1
2
1

35
5

Description
Trees
Acer campestre
Carpinus betulus
Malus sylvestris
Prunus avium
Sorbus aucuparia
Shrubs
Corylus avellana
Cornus sanguinea

Age
1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1

1+1
1+1

%
5
15
5
5
15
1
3
25
1
1
1

Description
Trees
Acer campestre
Betula pendula
Carpinus betulus
Castanea sativa
Fraxinus excelsior
Malus sylvestris
Prunus avium
Quercus robur
Sorbus aucuparia
Sorbus torminalis
Tilia cordata

10
4
1
3
2
1
1
1

Shrubs
Corylus avellana
Crataegus monogyna
Euonymus europaeus
Ilex aquifolium
Lonicera periclymenum
Rosa canina
Salix caprea
Viburnum opulus

Size (in mm)
600-900 o.g.
600-900 2 l. pot
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.

450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.

Age

Size (in mm)

1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1

600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
600-900 2 l. pot
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
900-1200 2 l. pot
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.

1+1
1+1
1+1

1+1
1+1
1+1

1+1
1+0
1+1

450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
300-450 2.l. pot
300-450 2 l. pot
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.

WOODLAND EDGE WOODLAND MIX BASED ON NVC W6
AT PROPOSED BEXHILL toHASTINGS LINK ROAD.

%
5
2
2
3
2
5

Description
Trees
Alnus glutinosa
Fraxinus excelsior
Populus tremula
Quercus robur
Salix alba
Salix fragilis

10
7
7
20
30
7

Shrubs
Crataegus monogyna
Ilex aquifolium
Prunus spinosa
Salix caprea
Salix cinerea
Viburnum opulus

Age

Size (in mm)

1+1
1+1
1+1

600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
600-900 2 l. pot
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.

1+1
1+1

1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1

450-600 o.g.
300-450 2 l. pot
450-600 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
450-600 o.g.

HIGH FOREST WOODLAND MIX BASED ON NVC W6 AT
PROPOSED BEXHILL to HASTINGS LINK ROAD.

%
30
5
1
5
2
20

Description
Trees
Alnus glutinosa
Fraxinus excelsior
Populus tremula
Quercus robur
Salix alba
Salix fragilis

5
3
3

Shrubs
Crataegus monogyna
Ilex aquifolium
Prunus spinosa

Age

Size (in mm)

1+1
1+1
1+1

600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
600-900 2 l. pot
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.

1+1
1+1

1+1
1+1

450-600 o.g.
300-450 2 l. pot
450-600 o.g.
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5
20
1

Salix caprea
Salix cinerea
Viburnum opulus

1+1
1+1
1+1

600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
450-600 o.g.

Native Hedgerow (LE4.3)

% Description
Hedgerow Shrubs
2
Carpinus betulus
10
Corylus avellana
60
Crataegus monogyna
2
Euonymus europaeus
3
Ilex aquifolium
5
Lonicera periclymenum
10
Prunus spinosa
3
Rosa canina
3
Salix caprea
2
Viburnum opulus

Age

Size (in mm)

1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1

450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
300-450 2.l. pot
300-450 2 l. pot
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.

1+1
1+1
1+0
1+1

2
3
5
10
3
3
2

Euonymus europaeus
Ilex aquifolium
Lonicera periclymenum
Prunus spinosa
Rosa canina
Salix caprea
Viburnum opulus

1+1

1+1
1+1
1+0
1+1

450-600 o.g.
300-450 2.l. pot
300-450 2 l. pot
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.

Planted in a random mix in a double staggered row 500mm
apart at 4 plants/linear metre.

Scrub
Planting shall be as above but at random spacing averaging
2m.
Scattered Trees in Wet Grassland, Marsh and Fen
Planting shall be as above but at random spacing averaging
15-20m.
Scattered Scrub in Neutral Grassland

Plant Lists and Speciﬁcations
Plant lists for the various proposed landscape elements
are shown adjacent to these brief speciﬁcation notes.

Planting shall be as above but at random spacing averaging
7-10m
Native Species Hedgerows

Except where otherwise stated, planting shall be
carried out and maintained as follows. All plant material shall
be of native, and wherever possible, of local provenance.
All works shall be carried out by an approved landscape or
forestry contractor under the supervision of an appropriate
professional ofﬁcer.

Native Hedgerow with Trees (LE4.4)

A 1m.wide strip shall be cultivated to a minimum depth of 500mm
with peat-free planting compost added to the manufacturer’s
recommendations. Planting to be in a random mix in a double
staggered row 500mm apart at 4 plants/linear metre. All plants
to be ﬁtted with a 600mm clear recycled plastic rabbit spiral
ﬁtted to a stout bamboo cane.

High Forest Planting
Native Hedgerows with Trees
%
Description
Age Size (in mm)
Trees
20
Acer campestre
1+1 600-900 o.g.
10
Alnus glutinosa
1+1 600-900 o.g.
25
Fraxinus excelsior
1+1 600-900 o.g.
5
Prunus avium
1+1 600-900 o.g.
30
Quercus robur
600-900 c.g.
10
Salix fragilis
1+1 600-900 o.g.
Planted at average15-20m centres in the proportions above,
concentrating Alnus and Salix in wetter areas.
Hedgerow Shrubs
2
Carpinus betulus
1+1 450-600 o.g.
10
Corylus avellana
1+1 450-600 o.g.
60
Crataegus monogyna
1+1 450-600 o.g.
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Planting shall be random throughout the areas shown
at an average of 2m spacing. Straight lines shall be avoided.
Peat free planting compost shall be added to each planting
station to the manufacturer’s speciﬁcation. All plants to be
ﬁtted with a 600mm clear recycled plastic rabbit spiral ﬁtted
to a stout bamboo cane. Each plant to be ﬁtted with a 1m2
polypropylene mulch mat, secured with 4 steel pins.
Woodland Edge Planting
Planting shall be as above but at an average 1m
spacing. Typically, the woodland edge planting shall form a
3m wide strip as an edge to High Forest areas.

Where trees are to be added to the hedge, these shall be
planted centrally between rows at random centres averaging
10-15m apart.
Amenity Tree and Shrub Planting
Trees and shrubs shall be planted as shown into a bed
cultivated to a minimum depth of 500mm with peat free
planting compost applied to the manufacturer’s speciﬁcation.
A 75mm layer of composted whole tree mulch shall be applied
and maintained.
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Maintenance

Amenity Tree and Shrub Planting (LE3.1)

Scrub (LE2.8)

All new woody planting shall be maintained for a period of
7 years following planting. During this time, failures shall be
assessed during early autumn of each year and replacement
planting completed by Christmas of the same year. A weed free
area 1m2 shall be maintained around each plant throughout the
ﬁrst 5 years of the period using a Glyphosate based herbicide.
All guards, stakes, protective fencing, mulch mats and other
sundries shall be replaced as necessary. An application of
slow release fertiliser shall be applied during early spring each
year as required for the ﬁrst 3 years only.

From the following list -

%

Description
Speciﬁcation Spacing
Trees
Acer platanoides ‘Emerald Queen’
8-10cm. Standard
5 metres
Carpinus betulus ‘Fastigiata’
8-10cm. Standard
5 metres
Prunus avium ‘Plena’
8-10cm. Standard
5 metres

Herb Layer
During the 6th year of maintenance, the surface of High Forest
and Woodland Edge areas shall be lightly cultivated and seed
or plug plants, as appropriate to species, of native woodland
herb species shall be sown or planted.
Scattered Trees in Wet Grassland, Marsh and Fen
(LE6.4.1.1)
%
30
10
10
20
30

Description
Trees
Alnus glutinosa
Populus nigra
Populus tremula
Salix alba
Salix fragilis

Age

Size (in mm)

1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1

600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.
600-900 o.g.

Shrubs
Brachyglottis ‘Sunshine’ 3litre pot
750mm
Cornus alba ‘Sibirica Variegata’ 3litre pot
Cotoneaster ‘Coral Beauty’ 3litre pot
Euonymus ‘Emerald Gaiety’
3litre pot
Prunus ‘Otto Luyken’
3litre pot
Rosa rugosa in variety
3litre pot
Rosmarinus ofﬁcinalis
3litre pot
Viburnum tinus
3litre pot

10
60
20
5
5

Description
Shrubs
Corylus avellana
Crataegus monogyna
Prunus spinosa
Rosa canina
Salix caprea

Age

Size (in mm)

1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1
1+0

450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.

6.44
New shaws would be planted at least 10m wide
in order to ensure that a species mix could be used which
would ensure that a similar degree of screening can be
achieved in both summer and winter. This would be reinforced
by thickening of the plantation edges with scrubby species,
which might otherwise be found in hedges in the area. These
would quickly form a dense thicket.

750mm
500mm
500mm
500mm
750mm
750mm
750mm

Scattered Scrub in Neutral Grassland (LE6.1.3.1)

%
10
60
20
5
5

Description
Shrubs
Corylus avellana
Crataegus monogyna
Prunus spinosa
Rosa canina
Salix caprea

Age

Size (in mm)

1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1
1+0

450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
450-600 o.g.
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Rural Design Commentary
The Combe Haven Crossing
6.45
The road would cross the Combe Haven at the
lowest level possible, given the need for drainage outfalls for
surface water on either side of the crossing.
plans of sections throughout
6.46
The road would swing to the west of the
alignment of the disused railway, heading almost directly
north from Glovers Farm. It would pass just west of a block
of woodland to the south of the Combe Haven Stream. This
woodland would be retained and managed as an important
screening feature from the east. It would be supplemented
with signiﬁcant changes to land forms on either side of the
valley on both sides of BHLR. These would have the effect
of:• Narrowing the width of the valley and thereby the length
of road which is visually vulnerable from the east.
• Tending to put the road into a false cutting so reducing
its visual impact and integrating it into the landscape.
• Raising the visual horizon to reduce the visual impact
of the road when viewing from the Glovers Farm area
and potential future car park area and when viewing
over the valley and to the countryside beyond.
• Reducing the spread of noise across the countryside

the west of the road it is proposed to construct two ponds
to hold ﬂood water to compensate for the loss of ﬂood water
storage in the Watermill Stream valley. This proposal would
also accord with the proposed Countryside Park Development
Strategy, which calls for a ﬁshing lake in this area. In addition
to these, would be a further, much smaller road surface water
attenuation pond, to the south of the stream.
6.49
Earthworks on either side of the road would
signiﬁcantly reduce noise intrusion into the valley. Where the
road would cross the Combe Haven on a bridge, there would
be a gap in the bunding which would be ﬁlled with a 2m high
timber absorptive noise attenuation barrier on either side of
the bridge.

6.50
The Actons Farm Ridge is at the visual head of
the Combe Haven Valley character area. The design objective
has therefore been to avoid the road becoming a focal point
of the valley. The Road is therefore in cutting to the west
of Actons Farm, on land of Buckholt Farm. This would take
advantage of a gap in the vegetation pattern between Little
Henniker Wood and Actons Farm and gain additional beneﬁt
from some ﬁne boundary trees around Actons Farm ﬁelds.
The road would sever Buckholt Lane in its current location. It
is therefore proposed to build an overbridge to carry Buckholt
Lane slightly off the current line, so that the existing alignment
could be retained until the new bridge is ready for use.

Actons Farm

These earthworks would be supplemented with indigenous
planting for both landscape and wildlife beneﬁt.
6.47
The ﬁelds on either side of the road route near
Glovers Farm would be used as borrow pits for good quality
structural soils to create noise bunds. They would then be
reformed using material from Powdermill Valley and other
ﬂood storage areas in the valley ﬂoor and restored to grazing
and badger foraging areas.
6.48

In the ﬂoor of the Combe Haven valley and to

6.51
To the north of Actons Farm is the site of the
former Bexhill water pumping station which has more recently
been used for recreational hunting and nature conservation.
The BHLR would pass through this area on an embankment
as low as is possible. It would cross the Watermill Stream
and continue on embankment over the valley ﬂoor to near the
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foot of the Hillcroft Ridge. The ﬂoor of the Watermill Stream
valley is less open than the Combe Haven or Powdermill and
has an open scattering of trees and scrub. This vegetation
has increased considerably over the last decade and there is
no reason to believe that it would not continue to increase in
quantity.
6.52
In order to minimise noise effects to either side
of the road, signiﬁcant mounding would be constructed to the
North West, south west and south east of the river crossing.
To the north-east a section of 2m high timber absorptive
noise attenuation fencing would be embedded in scrub
planting. This would facilitate the creation of wetland habitats
to complement the good habitat on land to the north on the
low laying part of Bynes Farm. A surface water attenuation
pond would be incorporated to the north west of the Watermill
Stream crossing.
6.53
The landscape objective would therefore be to
carry out planting of some widely spaced trees, particularly on
the north side of the road on the valley ﬂoor. This would help
integrate the road with the landscape and “contain” it within a
landscape pattern, which is in keeping with the pattern of the
valley ﬂoor. The BHLR would remain partially visible from a
section of Catsﬁeld Road, which is the boundary of the AONB.
This would be particularly the case in winter but the road would
become increasingly masked by trees. It is considered that
this is the most appropriate solution from this location, as even
though limited parts of the road may be visible, the overall
character of the valleys will be retained. It is likely in the long
term that the section of road at Glovers Farm, would become
the section of road which would be most visible from the north,
but this would only be in distant views.
6.54 This section of BHLR would be visible in part from parts
of Bynes Farm and Haven on the Hill. The Highway Authority
would offer off site planting to owners of these properties to
help reduce visual impact.

6.55
This section of the road may be visible in part
from some locations to the south but its prominence would
be signiﬁcantly reduced by the Actons Farm Ridge and new
earthworks with planting to the south of the road. The raised
land of the Hillcroft Farm Ridge would be extended westward
to help reduce the visual effect of the road from within the
proposed Countryside Park.
Hillcroft Farm
6.56
The road would cross the lower slopes of the
Hillcroft Farm Ridge, removing a section of a productive arable
ﬁeld. During the process of scheme development and in
response to requests from the landowner, realignments have
been considered which would reduce the effects upon the
ﬁeld. However, a more southerly alignment would signiﬁcantly
increase the effect upon the integrity of the Combe Haven
character area and visual prominence in the landscape. The
route chosen enables a balanced solution to be developed,
retaining the road outside of the view of the valley from the
east by virtue of being behind the trees on the northern former
railway abutment and bedded within the hillside.

6.57
Ground levels on the south side of the road would
be raised in order to avoid the accommodation/bridleway
bridge being set above the land form, whilst assisting with
the screening of the road and maintaining the “ﬂow” of the
landscape from valley to hillside. In order to maximise noise
attenuation and integrate the road into existing landform,
some earthworks would be necessary to the north of the road
but this area will be restored to agriculture. To the south of
the road and associated raised ground and north of the SSSI
boundary would be areas of new ponds and wet areas for
wildlife conservation, ﬂood water storage, landscape integrity
and surface water attenuation.
Crowhurst (Powdermill) Valley
6.58
The valley of the Powdermill Stream is a
landscape character area in its own right with Crowhurst
Village at its northern end and isolated dwellings on the slopes
on either side. The landscape approach is therefore to retain
and strengthen the integrity of the valley by minimising the
visual effects, that the road may have upon it and creating
features, which would add to the strength of character of
the place. At present the Powdermill Valley joins with, but is
not part of the Combe Haven character area. The route of
the road would lay in the zone between the two areas. The
road and its earthworks have therefore been designed to
minimise the visual effects from vehicles on the road but to
retain the long views that can be currently experienced, to the
Worsham Ridge on the south of the Combe Haven, thus partly
maintaining its relationship with the larger valley.
6.59
The Hillcroft Farm Ridge would be extended
eastward along the road, primarily on the north side but to
some extent on the south also. Likewise on the east of the
Powdermill Valley Stream an illusion is proposed, of wrapping
round of the contours to deﬁne the Powdermill Valley to
apparently exclude the road. The two areas of raised ground
would slightly overlap, and the old course of the Powdermill
Stream (the Powdermill Valley Stream) would be re-routed to
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help retain the deﬁnition of the space and masking of the road.
A surface water attenuation pond would be incorporated into
the earthworks.
6.60 There would be no signiﬁcant views of the road from
Crowhurst Village and the earthworks would help to reduce
noise levels from what they would otherwise have been. The
character of the Powdermill Valley would be changed but
strengthened with the creation of signiﬁcant areas of open
water and wetlands to the north of the road. These ponds and
their environs would be designed for wildlife conservation but
their primary purpose would be to compensate for the loss
of ﬂood storage which the road would bring. The ponds and
wetlands have been designed to retain trees, mainly in the
hedgerows across the valley, which help provide a buffer
between village and road and strengthen the landscape
character. The Highway Authority would propose to add trees
to these hedgerows to further strengthen the buffer.
6.61 A strip of land is shown on the scheme plan adjacent
to the Powdermill Stream. This contains the 1066 Country
Walk but it is also where ﬂood water currently overtops the
stream banks and ﬂoods the ﬁelds. The Highway Authority
would wish to control this ﬂood ﬂow and direct it into the new
ﬂood storage ponds. It is therefore likely that works will be
needed to adjust ground levels and possibly surface the path
through this section, in order to help secure it for the future.
The Authority would be prepared to construct a ditch between
the path and the ﬁeld if the land-owner would wish. It is hoped
that the works involved could be carried out by agreement with
the land-owner but the land would be acquired if necessary;
albeit that if that happened, existing rights of access would be
retained.
6.62 The Highway Authority was asked, by the Environment
Agency and Crowhurst Parish Council to consider whether any
measures associated with the scheme could help to alleviate
ﬂooding in the village. A study was carried out into whether
the high ﬂows that are carried down the Powdermill and
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Rackwell Streams could be managed either north or south of
the village to prevent the ﬂooding of property. The Powdermill
Stream carries the largest of the ﬂows of all the streams in the
catchment. The study concluded that the volumes of water
involved were so large that there was nothing that could be
done to hold the water up stream of the village and nothing that
happened to the south would inﬂuence the ﬂooding incidents.
The only measures which could be identiﬁed, from the study,
which could ease the ﬂooding of property was to construct
ﬂood banks to keep water from the properties involved.
These measures would be outside of the scope of the BHLR
scheme.
6.63 The limited space available to the south of the BHLR
and to the north of the SSSI boundary limits the amount of
earthworks that could be carried out but some earthworks,
together with new planting, would reduce the effects of the
road upon the valley and valley sides to the south. The scheme
proposed would provide a buffer to the proposed Countryside
Park to the south, so that the length of road, which may be
visible, would be quite short.
6.64 Of particular concern throughout the design process has
been the effect upon Adams Farm, a Grade II listed building
on the hillside on the east of the Powdermill Valley. This is the
most dramatically affected of properties in the rural section of
the BHLR. In seeking to avoid the road works directly affecting
the SSSI, the space between SSSI and listed building is narrow.
The main orientation of the house is slightly north westward,
such that it would have views over the new wetlands However,
the property would experience signiﬁcant changes to its setting
which would be damaging but considerably mitigated by the
measures proposed in the scheme.

6.65 The earthworks have been designed to signiﬁcantly
reduce short distance views of the road, from the house
and vice versa. The area of mounding between the two
water courses would be the main tool for achieving this. At
completion of construction the road, large vehicles would
mainly be screened in short views. Parts of the road as it goes
through the Hillcroft cutting would, however, still be visible but
earthworks, which would be required to screen it, would be of
an unacceptable height. There is a particular visual and noise
problem where the road would cross the Powdermill Stream
itself. Noise fences would help to reduce noise effects but
would not be tall enough to remove views of taller vehicles.
The horizontal and vertical angles of view from house to road
are particularly acute. Therefore, the road occupies only a
modest part of the view and whilst many of the existing trees
that would otherwise reduce the view further would be lost,
the Highway Authority would strive to retain all it could. It
would then supplement them with trees and hedges within the
grounds of the property, which will be under the Authority’s
control.
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Adams Farm cutting.
6.66
The ridge to the east of Adams Farm and on
which the former railway was constructed, is relatively high.
The road would pass through this ridge, resulting in a deep
cutting. This has given rise to several landscape concerns.
• The visual effect of travelling through such a deep
cutting.
• The size of the footprint of the cutting, particularly its
southern boundary where direct impact upon the SSSI
is to be avoided.
• The appearance of features associated with draining
the road.
• The appearance of the high long cut slope on the north
side of the road.
• The proximity of the SSSI.
6.67
In order to accommodate the cutting and the
Greenway without directly affecting the SSSI, different depths
of cuttings have been considered together with their impact
upon adjacent sections of road, particularly in the Powdermill
Valley. Whilst it would be good to reduce the depth of cutting,
a shallower cutting would result in the embankment across the
Powdermill stream having to be raised. A balance has been
struck between reducing the depth of the cutting and raising
the road level as it crosses the stream to such a point that
it does not signiﬁcantly increase the visual impact over and

above that which the minimum level would generate. By raising
the level as proposed, not only would the cutting be shallower
but it would be possible for the 1066 Country Walk to pass
underneath the road. The increase in visual impact has been
tested and generated negligible additional detrimental visual
effect. However, a further increase in road level would start
to generate signiﬁcant detrimental visual effect, particularly to
the north.
6.68
The deeper cutting face would be on the north
side. In order to reduce the visual scale of this, it would be
given slightly shallower gradients than need be for engineering
purposes and a “shelf” would be constructed, on which tree
and scrub planting could be introduced, to mask the upper
section of cut face.

important to the “containment” of the road in this area and are
therefore to be included within the road scheme.
6.71
The road would be on rising embankments, as it
would cross the valley and head eastwards towards the top of
the hill at Upper Wilting Farm.
6.72
There is particular concern about potential
negative visual effect upon The Briars to the north. Little Bog
Wood would provide signiﬁcant screening but the landform
and planting to the north of the road in the valley has been
designed to strengthen this screen whilst accommodating a
road drainage pond. The existing thin hedgerow to the north
of the new pond would be retained and thickened.

6.69
The accommodation bridge over the cutting
would be part way down the cutting slope to avoid the need
for a high level and much larger structure and to allow the
landform to dominate the landscape rather than generating
prominent built structures.
Decoy Pond Wood Valley
6.70
This is a relatively secluded valley by virtue of
landform, no public access and the woodlands of Decoy Pond
Wood and Little Bog Wood. These woodlands would be very
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6.73
To the south of the BHLR in the valley is a spring
fed pond, which is of particular wildlife value. Modiﬁcations
have been made to the height of the road embankment so that
this pond could be retained undisturbed. However, in case the
value of the pond should be degraded during construction and
to compensate for disturbance to the area around the pond,
an additional pond would be created to the west and designed
and managed speciﬁcally for wildlife beneﬁt.

Upper Wilting Farm
6.75
Between Decoy Stream and Crowhurst Road the
BHLR would cross open ﬁelds that are on the north side of the
crest of the hill that accommodates Upper Wilting Farmhouse
and buildings. The farmhouse is listed building (Grade II) and
a key landscape feature in the area.

6.76
To the north of the road is Chapel Wood, a seminatural ancient woodland. The BHLR does not remove any of
the ancient woodland. Some trees would however be lost as
the road crosses the Decoy Stream but it crosses at the point
where the tree belt is at its thinnest.
6.77
The side slope of the hillside shows signs of
soil slippage, so the cutting side slopes will be shallower
than elsewhere, 1 in 5. This geology prevents the creation
of mounding along the north side of the road, as would be
preferred from a landscape point of view. Masking of the road
from the north would therefore rely upon the existing trees in
Chapel Wood and new planting between the edge of the wood
and Decoy Stream.
6.78
It is possible that the construction of the road
and its earthworks may affect the natural water table level
near the top of the hill. This might affect the top part of the
woodland closest to the road. In order to reduce the risk to
these trees, which are important to the road scheme, various
management works are proposed, including crown reduction
and thinning if necessary, and gapping up with young trees.
The strip of land between the new road and the wood, would
be allowed to naturally regenerate with trees and scrub, apart
from the retention of a maintenance access. The maintenance
access would be from the remaining stub of Crowhurst Road
and cut through a corner of the woodland, where 2 or 3 poor
oak trees would be lost to make way for a gated track up the
slope.

6.74
Discussions have been held with the farmer
affected by the scheme at Decoy Pond Farm. He has particular
concern about enabling cattle to move from one side of the
road scheme to the other, without having to use Adams Farm
Bridge. It would therefore be proposed to incorporate a 4m
wide and 3m high cattle creep under the Decoy Stream bridge
to facilitate this and reduce the effects of severance.

6.79
The BHLR would sever Chapel Wood and the
adjoining ﬁeld to the west from the main area of Upper Wilting
Farm. The woodland area is currently used for pig foraging
and the ﬁeld for grazing. Because of the provision of access
to these areas, the Highway Authority does not propose to
acquire the land but it is proposed that these agricultural
activities would continue as a part of Upper Wilting Farm.
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6.80
The road would be signiﬁcantly lower than the
Upper Wilting Farm buildings which would minimise effects
upon the farmstead. However, a planted “buffer” would be
provided between the road and the farm buildings, using a
double fenced hedge and planting of trees and scrub.
6.81
The road has been designed to use the gap
between the gas compound and Chapel Wood but trees will
be lost on the edge of Crowhurst Road. New planting in the
area would help compensate for this loss in the medium and
long term.
Crowhurst Road to Queensway
6.82
Crowhurst Road would be realigned in order that
a junction would not be created between Crowhurst Road and
BHLR. To achieve the headroom below BHLR, the realigned
road would need to run further down the side of the existing
slope than at present.
6.83
The existing Crowhurst Road is of a style
common in the High Weald with high banks with trees and
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hedgerows. This style would be replicated adjacent to the
realigned road. Most of the bed of the old road to the north of
BHLR would be broken up and then planted as a continuation
of Chapel Wood, except where the maintenance access to
Chapel Wood would be provided. To the south of BHLR the
old road would be reduced in width to provide access to the
gas compound and to act as part of the Greenway for NMUs.
Lockable barriers would be provided to prevent abuse of the
area by vehicles.
6.84
The BHLR would be on a large embankment
over the deep valley and the railway line before entering a
section of cutting in order to reach Queensway. It would be
impractical to increase the height of earthworks on one or both
sides of the road to help hide the trafﬁc. It is therefore intended
to plant the engineered embankments with trees and scrub.
Because of the close proximity of the SSSI to the north, it is
proposed to install a 2m high noise attenuation fence on the
north side of the road and over the bridge over the railway line.
Over the bridge, this would be made up of a 1.6m concrete
parapet, which it is understood would be required by Network
Rail and a 0.4m clear panel.
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6.85
From the location and scale of the embankments
it might be expected that there would be a tract of countryside
to the north which would be signiﬁcantly affected by views
of the road. However, having searched the area, it has not
been possible to identify any public view-points from which
the road would have any signiﬁcant visual effect. Computer
based analysis of visual effect after 15 years indicates almost
complete screening of a large vehicle, save for some theoretical
long distance views. The countryside to the north has a rich
pattern of woodlands, hedges and tree groups, which, in
themselves provide intermediate buffers between road and
view-points. It may well be that there would be some limited
private views of the road. The embankment and road would
be set within a rich structure of existing and new trees and
woodland which would form a strong backdrop to any views of
the road, that may exist.
6.86
Even though the scale of the embankments
and structure to achieve this valley crossing are substantial,
they would not carry the visual effect, that might initially be
expected.

6.87
Queensway is already visually contained within
signiﬁcant cutting, with a large bank to its west. This bank
would be cut through but the cutting would be restricted to
the engineering needs. In this way any visual “leakage”, of
lighting and trafﬁc, towards the west of the junction, cutting
and railway crossing would be minimised.
Environmental Design of Greenway
6.88
Provision has been made within the scheme for
Non Motorised Users to:• Encourage people to use alternative modes of
transport.
• Meet the needs of the rural community for rural access
routes.
• Mitigate for the impact upon rights of way in the area.
• Respect the planning context for the scheme, provided
by the proposed Pebsham Countryside Park, as a
recreational and wildlife area.
6.89
With this background some basic design
principles were established for the Greenway, from the outset.
The Greenway should:• Be separate from the main carriageway, recognising
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•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

the essentially countryside character of the facility and
its setting.
Relate the walking and cycling uses to the road for
utility and personal security.
Avoid misinterpretation of lights and movement
between road and Greenway, either by vehicle or
Greenway user.
Accommodate cyclists and pedestrians on the same
path, in the order of 3m wide, with at least 1m grass
verges on either side. The surfacing of the path should
be designed to be complementary to the countryside,
such as a dressed bitumen path.
Provide a separate path for equestrians wherever
possible. This path should be 3m wide, with at least
1m grass verge on either side. the path surface should
be of a reinforced grass type.
Where separate paths would not be achievable,
provide a 3.5m metalled path with 2.5m grass verges
on either side or 4m on one side and 1m on the other.
Provide some resting places for all users.
Avoid signiﬁcant lengths of enclosed path “corridors”
(e.g. between fences) – this has been particularly
emphasised by ofﬁcers of the local Planning
Authority.
Seek to provide the Greenway outside of the 50dB
noise contour as far as possible, in order to enable an
appreciation of the countryside.
Be developed within current design standards, making
particular provision for people with disabilities.
Meet the requirements of the Development Strategy
for the proposed Pebsham Countryside Park.
Where ever possible connect with Public Rights of
Way, to improve the overall NMU connectivity between
urban and rural areas and enhance the ability to move
around rural areas on recognised paths.

Greenway Design Commentary
6.90
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The Greenway would provide an important

facility for day to day utility users but also create a signiﬁcant
recreational facility, whether or not the Countryside Park is
created. Both types of users would be able to gain a ﬁne
experience of the countryside. For this reason the noise
attenuation measures for the scheme have been developed
in conjunction with the Greenway design, in order to minimise
noise effects from the road which may detract from enjoyment
of the place. This has resulted in major design changes
since the published preferred route and also accommodates
concerns from ofﬁcers of the Planning Authority about two paths
in parallel. All the paths would be designed to be accessible
by emergency vehicles as well as for maintenance.

buses. Adequate space would therefore be provided for all
these uses. This ﬁrst part of the Greenway would be within
the 50dB noise contour but this is considered reasonable at
the start of the route, given the inevitable relationship with car
parking and access roads.
6.92
There would be a high degree of separation of
horses from other NMUs between Glovers Farm and Actons
Farm. The equestrian Greenway would run to the west of the
road in a green corridor which circumnavigates the borrow pit
area and Combe Haven ponds to join Buckholt Lane just west
of the Buckholt/Actons Farm over bridge. The pedestrian/cycle
Greenway would be to the east of the road, joining Buckholt
Lane to the east of the new bridge. The route to the east
would be wide enough to accommodate a shared facility as far
as the permissive path along the disused railway, which would
be one of the primary routes within the proposed Countryside
Park.
Actons Farm

Glovers Farm Area

6.93
The Bridleway No. 34 passes through the building
group at Actons Farm, so the Greenway would share this route
through the Farm and down to Watermill Stream. However,
from just east of the building group, an alternative path would
be provided for pedestrians and cyclists on the south side of
the existing hedgerow. This would maximise the opportunities
for segregation and achieve the level of provision proposed in
the Development strategy for the proposed park.

6.91
It is anticipated, in the Park Development Strategy
that if the proposed Countryside Park became a reality, there
would be a modest public car park near Glovers Farm as an
arrival point to the Park. Such a provision would signiﬁcantly
increase the use of the start of the Greenway on the west side
of the proposed bridge to the north of Glovers Farm. This
bridge would in any case provide vehicular access to the Farm
and the public footpath, which currently uses the existing
bridge. The bridge would also be designed to accommodate

6.94
This route alignment has changed from a route
on the published Preferred Route, which was much closer
to the road and outside of Actons Farm. In practice it was
not possible to achieve this outside of the 50dB contour and
put some important trees on the farm boundary under threat.
Although the proposed alignment would be through the area
of landscape most affected by views of the new road, it is a
more direct route and the views of the road are outweighed
by the ﬁne views of the Combe Haven Valley itself, from this
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ridge.

Watermill Valley and Hillcroft Ridge

at the former railway viaduct abutment.
6.98
The Adams Farm over bridge would provide
an access route for the Environment Agency and farmers’
access. The County Council would propose to make this a
permissive path for pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians. The
path would extend, through the former quarry, to the access
drive to Adams Farm, which would become a link for NMUs to
gain access to the Greenway and Countryside Park from the
north. A permissive pedestrian link would also be provided
back to the 1066 Country Walk. This access route would also
form a link for the Environment Agency to gain access to the
rivers for maintenance.

Existing View

Decoy Valley and Upper Wilting
6.95
The equestrian route would use the existing
bridge over the Watermill stream but in order to maximise the
separation of paths, a new bridge would be constructed on
the location of the former redundant footbridge. The paths
would then remain separated on either side of a ditch until
they would come together at the foot of the Hillcroft Ridge. At
this point the pedestrian/cycle Greenway would continue at
the foot of the slope. The bridleway route would link up to the
Bridleway over bridge. Pedestrians and cyclists wishing to
use the Bridleway, to travel north, would join this link.
6.96
Equestrians wishing to carry on along the
Greenway would use the Bridleway link up to the bridge
and then the eastward link back to a shared path across the
Powdermill Valley.
Powdermill Valley

15yr Photomontage

6.97
There is limited space between the new road
and SSSI so it would be appropriate to use a shared greenway
here. The 1066 Country Walk would cross the Greenway near
the Powdermill Stream. It will then drop under the road bridge.
The Greenway would then rise as a shared path to the Adams
Farm over bridge and between the road and edge of the SSSI

6.99
The Greenway would remain as a shared path
across the Decoy Stream Valley but it would be in wide grass
areas to avoid any conﬂicts between users.
6.100
After crossing the Decoy Stream the path would
have to traverse a steep slope of the Upper Wilting Ridge.
Design standards permit the construction of an equestrian
route up the slope but standards for pedestrians and cyclists
require more gentle slopes. It is therefore proposed to divert
the pedestrian/cyclist route on the ﬁeld edges, around a copse
and heavy hedge. This pedestrian/ cycle route would cross
the hedgerow at its weakest point at the North West corner of
the copse. This diversion would allow the route for pedestrians
and cyclists to be constructed to gradients generally of 5%, but
even so there are two short sections where gradients would
exceed this, reaching a maximum of 10%.
6.101
The two paths would join together again near
the top of ridge and they remain together to the end of the
scheme.
6.102
Concerns have been expressed about security
of Upper Wilting Farm as a result of the Greenway. The whole
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of this part of the route would therefore be fenced and the
lengths closest to the farm will also be hedged and double
fenced.

Road to the east of the railway bridge to a Toucan Crossing at
Queensway, to enable easier and safer crossing of the existing
road into the development to the east.

6.103
Options have been considered for the route past
Upper Wilting Farm and discussed with the tenant farmer and
agent. The route would follow the option preferred by the farmer
at Upper Wilting and the Highway Authority but is different to
the route on the published Preferred Route. The Greenway
would pass between the new road and gas compound before
returning to the old route of Crowhurst Road. The width of
the road would be reduced to shared Greenway width and
lockable barriers installed to minimise the risk of ﬂy-tipping
and travellers camping. The existing green triangular “island”
in front of Upper Wilting Farm would be retained.

6.108
A new path would be created, north of Crowhurst
Road, crossing the new road at the signalised junction and
then northwards, parallel with Queensway on the west side
of the road but at the top of the road cutting. This would then
join with existing Public Rights of Way to enable walkers to link
into the rural path network.

6.104
The existing Crowhurst Road between Hollyhocks
and Upper Wilting Cottages is unsuitable for the incorporation
of the Greenway, because it would remain open to trafﬁc. A
route is therefore proposed to the west and south of Hollyhocks
and the edge of the ﬁeld before arriving at the existing railway
bridge. A fenced gap would be provided between Hollyhocks
and the Greenway, which would be planted with thick scrub as
a security barrier.
6.105
Trafﬁc signals would be placed on the bridge to
allow only one way working, with a phase for Greenway users.
Because of the need to allow for waiting trafﬁc on the west
side of the bridge it would be necessary to remove the existing
hedge and replant it on a new alignment between the road
and Greenway. Whilst this would result in some short term
loss the new hedge would quickly make good that loss.
6.106
The Greenway would link with the public footpath
No. 22 at the railway bridge. It is understood that the Park
proposals would propose for this to incorporate cycling and
equestrian use in the future.
6.107
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A footway would be provided along Crowhurst

6.109
The Greenway, which would be provided by the
BHLR scheme, is therefore seen as a well planned facility
which could form a part of the Pebsham Countryside Park,
if it is developed. However, it would remain a stand alone
facility which provides a good quality link, for all non motorised
users, between the two towns and to the network of public
paths in the area. It would enable people of all abilities to use
it and gain access to countryside, which it is difﬁcult for many
to reach at the moment. The Greenway route across the area
is as direct as it can be without crossing the Combe Haven
SSSI.
6.110
The Greenway would provide something of
an access “spine” from which other improvements may be
possible in the future, not only in the proposed Park areas
but also in the countryside to the north. An example of such
an improvement may be a minor Bridleway link which the
Highway Authority intends to create before transferring land at
Hye House. This link would enable Bridleway users to have
access to a circuit from the edge of Sidley up to the edge of
Crowhurst and back without having to use a public road.

7.

Designs for Wildlife

7.1
The BHLR would avoid direct effects upon
SSSI’s and ancient woodlands but it is recognised that the
route would result in the loss and disruption of habitat and
various wildlife species. It will be seen from the Environmental

Statement that a comprehensive study has been undertaken
of wildlife in the area. From this and a study of the effects
upon them, a comprehensive scheme of wildlife mitigation
and compensation has been developed.
7.2
The Highway Authority has been guided in its
wildlife strategy by Natural England (formerly English Nature),
the Environment Agency and the County Ecologist. These
Authorities have taken the view that where signiﬁcant habitats
are lost, they should be replaced on a ratio in the order of 2
for 1 and outside of SSSI. This applies to all areas except
arable and improved grassland. The Highway authority has
considered this approach. It has come to the view that because
of the risks involved in the establishment of habitats which
rely upon natural systems for their success and the lapse
of time between the removal of the habitat and the effective
replacement of it, the request is not unreasonable. The
schedule illustrates the overall areas of habitat lost and those
which would be replaced by the scheme. Each of the habitats
has been classiﬁed as Landscape Elements in accordance
with DMRB Volume 10.
7.3
In addition to the areas directly lost in the scheme,
it is recognised that the value of some other habitats in the area
would be signiﬁcantly degraded through severance from other
complementary areas. These have therefore been added to
the table of losses. The total area of signiﬁcant habitats which
would be lost, as a result of the scheme, would therefore be
approximately 31.85Ha and 3.5Ha of severed habitat. In
addition to this 3806m of hedgerows and 2400m of ditches
would be lost. The schedule indicates that 94.3Ha of signiﬁcant
habitats are being created or managed. The Highway Authority
would also propose to work in partnership with farmers and
the Environment Agency to fund the introduction or renewal
of water level control structures into the water courses within
the SSSI to enable the land to be managed better for wildlife
and offer a greater prospect of farmers being able to enter the
Higher Level agricultural payments scheme.
Some funding would also be made available to enable farmers
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SCHEDULE OF WILDLIFE AREAS
FROZEN DESIGN - 28.3.07

LOSS

CATEGORY

MITIGATION

SEVERED LAND of
WILDLIFE IMPORTANCE

Non
reckonable
loss

AREA (m²) LENGTH (m)

31765

31765

63500

LE1.3.1

63500

63500

248620

Open grassland (badger foraging)

LE1.6.1

85500

7500

93000

178126

Open grassland (improved)

LE1.6.2

Arable

LE1.7

Woodlands LE2.

TOTALS

62097

0

62097

210431

Woodland and copses

LE2.1

62097

31500

Existing woodland to be managed

LE2.1.1

Woodland edge management

LE2.2

New shaws

LE2.4.1

Scattered trees

LE2.7

Scrub

LE2.8

Amenity trees and shrub planting LE3.

TOTALS

Amenity trees and shrub planting

LE3.1

62097
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Hedges LE4.

TOTALS

3806

3806

9821

Native species hedgerows

LE4.3

1726

281

Native hedgerows with trees

LE4.4

2080

1726
0
2080

New Woodland Edge

LE4.4.1

Individual Trees LE5.

TOTALS

385

Individual trees

LE5.1

385

Water Bodies LE6

TOTALS

Water bodies and associated plants

LE6.1

Ditches

LE6.2

Reed beds

LE6.3

Species Rich neutral grassland

LE1.3

Neutral grassland with scrub

Marsh, wet grassland and fen including
reedbeds/water areas
LE6.4.1
Marsh, wet grassland and fen with
widely scattered trees

LE6.4.1.1

Hard Landscape Features LE7

TOTALS

TOTALS

0

AREA (m²) LENGTH (m)

490246

TOTALS

7500

AREA (m²) LENGTH (m)
188265

Grassland LE1.

180765

TOTAL RECKONABLE LOSS

113716
0
-30
0
121620
0
-7874
0
0
0
0
0
86237
0
-92694
0
82011
0
5600

82011
5600
91320

91320
0
0
0
0
0
12811
0
12811
0

12811
12811

3940
5600

75666

2400

0

26988

0

102654

2400

2400

229596

2400

75666

26988

102654

3620

3620

208840

6206

0

34488

0

0

353016

6206

943469

0
-3171
0
-220
0
5600
0
385
0
385
0
24288
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3532
0
20756
0
0

20756

318528

Difference between 2
for 1 and mitigation
areas created

13441

237437
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to complete the detailed work necessary to make applications
for the Higher Level Stewardship Scheme. This is also one
of the objectives within the proposed Countryside Park
Development Strategy
7.4
There are some limitations on habitat creation
as a result of the effects of the scheme. In particular, it is
considered that those habitats which are particularly sensitive
to the effects of Nitrogen build up, could not be relied upon
as being developed within 50m of the road. Effectively, the
only habitats, which could therefore be relied upon, would
tree planting for landscape effect and wildlife continuity and
grassland with scrub. Other key habitats, such as species rich
grassland and wetlands, which would need to be provided,
would therefore have to be at in excess of 50m from the
road.
7.5
Other factors also come into play with some
habitats. Obviously it is only possible to create wetlands
where there is naturally a high water table, primarily in the
valley ﬂoors. Species rich grassland should also have mainly
a southerly aspect to ensure success. The result of these
considerations is that substantially more grassland with
scrub (LE1.3.1) is created than is needed for compensation
purposes. This habitat is primarily to compensate for the loss
of scrubby grassland within the urban area. The overall effect
is that the scheme would create signiﬁcantly more than the 2
for 1 replacement of habitats in total.
7.6
The focus has therefore been upon the key
habitats of Marsh, wet grassland and fen (LE6.4.1 and
LE6.4.1.1) and the species rich grassland (LE1.3).
7.7
The preparation of soils for each of the new
habitat types would be important to the success of their
establishment. The plan shows the areas of habitat types,
which would be lost. Top-soils from each of those areas would
be stored separately for use on similar replacement habitats,
as close to the original soil source as possible.

Specialist seed would then be used.
7.8
The broad habitat types are shown on the plans
as landscape elements, in accordance with DMRB chapter 10.
The following soil treatments would be used for the different
each of the habitat types:• LE1.3 - Species rich grassland – a subsoil surface
will be used on these areas. the sub soil would be
ripped to 400mm and cultivated to 300mm to a ﬁne
tilth. Appropriate wild ﬂower seed mixes would then be
used from local sources and harrowed in.
• LE1.3.1 Neutral grassland with scrub:• within 50m of road – the areas would be top-soiled with
150mm of topsoil in order to achieve rapid greening
up and stabilisation of the steeper slopes associated
with the noise bunding. Prior to top-soiling the subsoil
would be ripped to 400mm. Topsoil would be cultivated
to a ﬁne tilth and seeded with locally sourced seed and
tree seeds would be included.
• Beyond the 50m distance from the road, a subsoil
surface would be used and this would be ripped to
400mm and cultivated to 300mm to ﬁne tilth and then
seeded with locally sourced, mainly grass seed but
with some tree seed added.
• LE1.6.1 open grassland (badger foraging) – subsoil
would be ripped to 400mm and a minimum of 300mm
of agricultural top-soil would be applied, cultivated and
seeded with a Rye grass based agricultural grass seed
mix in order to enable it to be returned to agricultural
grazing.
• LE2.1 New woodland and shaws – a subsoil surface
would be used. Subsoil would be ripped to 500mm and
cultivated to 300mm to a ﬁne tilth prior to planting.
• LE4.3 Native species hedgerows – a subsoil surface
would be used and ripped to 400mm if necessary and
cultivated to 300mm, in a 1m strip, prior to planting.
• LE6.4.1 Marsh, wet grassland and fen and LE6.4.1.1
including scattered trees – subsoil surface would be
scariﬁed prior to laying 300mm of valley ﬂoor top-soils.

7.9
Where agricultural restoration would be carried
out, specialist advice would be used in each case but the
principle would be that the subsoil would be ripped to 400mm
and 500mm of topsoil would be spread , cultivated to ﬁne tilth
and either seeded or left ready for arable. Where organic
farming is being carried out, the soils from that farm would be
reused to a similar speciﬁcation or other by agreement.
Wildlife Design Commentary
7.10
The Bexhill Connection (urban section) of the
scheme, currently has little particular wildlife value except for
Badgers and Great Crested Newts, which need protection.
The tree corridor is used as a ﬂight path for bats and the
retention of existing trees and new planting would ensure
that features remain to guide the bats. Great Crested Newts
would be relocated to the ﬁelds and ponds to the north. The
badger setts in the cuttings are mainly on the top two thirds
of the cut faces and would largely remain untouched. Where
retaining walls are required as a part of the engineering of the
scheme, the least intrusive method would be sought. South
of Ninﬁeld Road Bridge two badger setts would be disturbed
by the works but there are opportunities to create at least two
artiﬁcial setts in the area to compensate for this loss, so these
would be constructed as a part of the scheme.
7.11
Badger tunnels would be created wherever
practicable across the road on the Bexhill Connection and
across the bridges. Badger fencing would be used to help
direct badgers to appropriate, safe crossing points an along
the route to the countryside beyond. The details of fencing
have yet to be resolved but they are likely to be chestnut
driven spile fences in the urban areas and either this or timber
post and rail fence with high quality netting stapled to it and
well dug into the ground to avoid undermining by badgers.
7.12

There would be signiﬁcant areas of open
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grassland to the north of Glovers Farm. These areas may
return to agricultural grazing but their primary purpose would
be to provide foraging areas for badgers, particularly the high
population in the urban disused railway corridor. The badger
fencing, which would be installed on both sides of the road
throughout the scheme, will tend to bring badgers from either
side of the urban scheme into these ﬁelds.
7.13
New ponds would be created on the edge of
these ﬁelds, for the relocation of Great Crested Newts from
the former railway cutting.
7.14
The ﬂood retention and surface water attenuation
ponds in the ﬂoor of the Combe Haven Valley would add to the
biodiversity of the valley (LE 6.1).
7.15
To the north of the northern pond, the south
facing slope below Henniker Wood would be managed to
encourage the development of species rich neutral grassland.
However, it is expected, that the eastern portion of this area,
could be degraded by the higher nitrogen levels in the air from
the road.
7.16
The Actons Farm cutting will sever some important
hedgerows, so continuous hedges and shaws would be created
at the top of the cuttings and existing hedges strengthened to
tie back into the woods of Henniker and Buckholt Bank. It is
hoped that these hedges could be strengthened by agreement
with the landowner but if not the hedge lines are proposed to
be purchased under the Compulsory Purchase Order.
7.17
To the east of the road and north of Actons
Farm, is a rectangular plot of good quality species rich neutral
grassland. Most of this would be lost to the scheme but reuse
of the soils will help retain the seed source.
7.18
Where the road would sever hedges close to the
Watermill Stream Valley, it would also sever the ﬂight path of
bats in the area. It is considered that in the medium to long
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term this ﬂight path would be raised above the road by the new
shaws. But in the short term 3m high light weight mesh fences
on thin steel posts would be installed 4m back from the edge
of the carriageway on both sides of the road to help lift the
bats above the road and reduce casualties. This approach
would also be deployed in the Adams Farm area.
7.19
To the west of Watermill Stream the road would
pass through an existing small but signiﬁcant plot of wetland
habitat on the site of the former Bexhill Water Pumping Station.
This area has been managed for recreational hunting and
wildlife conservation. The only locally suitable area to mitigate
this impact is on Actons Farm to the south, where areas could
be reclaimed as wetland habitat. Some wetland enhancement
would be carried out on a low laying ﬁeld to the north of the
road. West of the Watermill Stream a surface water attenuation
pond will provide some further habitat diversity. This area will
complement the area of good habitat on low laying areas of
Bynes Farm and new habitat which is proposed on the north
of the road and east of the Watermill Stream.
7.20
The wildlife viability of the ﬁeld on Bynes Farm
(Haven on the Hill) will be compromised by the severance from
the main valley which the scheme would generate. Although
habitat enhancement would be carried out on some of the
valley ﬂoor improved grassland to the north, on Hye House
Farm, which is owned by the County Council, there is still a
concern that this may not ensure that no harm would be caused
to the wildlife value. The area of the ﬁeld has therefore been
included for replacement on a 2 for 1 basis to compensate for
that.
7.21
Further areas of wetland enhancement would be
carried out on land north of the SSSI, south of the foot of the
Hillcroft Farm Ridge and east and south of the Actons Farm
ridge. This would be marsh with some open water areas.
It would incorporate the surface water attenuation pond and
also serve as compensatory ﬂood storage areas.

7.22
Parts of the south facing slope of the Hillcroft Farm
Ridge south of the road would be suitable for management as
species rich neutral grassland.
7.23
The Powdermill Valley would be the subject
of substantial wildlife enhancement work, whilst also being
required for ﬂood compensation measures. Most of the valley
is currently in arable production. The area north of the road
would be converted to wetland habitats ranging from open
water to new ditches (LE 6.2), and marsh, wet grassland and
fen. Users of the 1066 Country Walk would have the beneﬁt
of views of the new wetland, whilst being separated from it
by a ditch. The northern part would be retained as arable and
the access route which the farmer uses to reach land on the
east side of the valley would be retained. The bank of the
Powdermill Stream would be modiﬁed to manage overtopping
at times of ﬂood and to direct water into the ﬂood storage area
rather than retaining the existing arrangement of water ﬂowing
over the arable ﬁelds.
7.24
To the east of the Powdermill Stream works
would be carried out to create the optimum conditions for the
establishment of species rich neutral grassland on the mainly
south facing slopes adjacent to the SSSI.
7.25

The area of woodland on the disused abutment to the
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an access can be secured for some existing woodland
uses. Those parts of the woodland which would need some
management works, nearer to the road, could be returned to
the current uses, by agreement.

railway viaduct is within the SSSI and would be acquired,
primarily because of its landscape importance but would be
managed for wildlife and landscape beneﬁt. It would be
connected to the Decoy Pond area with a hedgerow.
7.26
The existing pond in the Decoy Stream Valley
is of wildlife value and would be avoided, following some
reduction in the height of embankments. A further wildlife
pond would be created south of the road to complement it
and help reduce the effects of disturbance to the area. To the
north of the new road a surface water attenuation pond would
also bring some wildlife beneﬁts. The management of Little
Bog Wood to the north and Decoy Pond Wood to the south
would secure the existing wildlife interest as well as landscape
beneﬁts. The creation of a cattle creep under the bridge over
the Decoy Stream would help reduce the effects of severance
and provide a crossing for Great Crested Newts. Permanent
newt fencing would be installed to help direct newts to the
crossing point. This is likely to be ACO type amphibian and
reptile fencing.
7.27
The new road would sever Chapel Wood and
adjacent grassland from the farm to the south. However their
wildlife integrity would be retained and with the assistance
of a new access track from the old stub of Crowhurst Road

7.28
The bridge over the railway and the southern tip
of the Marline Valley Woods SSSI would coincide adjacent to
the railway fence. However, there would be no direct effect
from the construction of the bridge but there would be an
increase in noise disturbance and possibly some effects from
poorer air quality within 50m from the bridge. It is therefore
proposed to provide a buffer area of new planting on the newly
engineered faces and an area of natural regeneration of scrub
in grassland. The existing vegetation within the 50m belt and
beyond has been surveyed to identify species, that might be
particularly sensitive to poor air quality. No such species were
found to exist in this area.
7.29
The two areas at the eastern end of the scheme
that have been identiﬁed as works areas would be restored
to their previous condition. The area just north of Monkham
Wood would be restored to agriculture and the area east of
the railway and north of Crowhurst Road to neutral grassland
with scrub.

8.

Design for Farming

8.1
An essential element of the local landscape
character is farming, which is actively pursued over most of the
area, in spite of the economic pressures that are placed upon
farming in this area. Many farmers rely upon opportunities for
diversiﬁcation as well as their core farming activities.
8.2
It would an objective of the scheme to minimise
effects upon productive farming. However, the construction
of the road and associated environmental mitigation and
compensation works , the is an extensive land take that is
bound to have a signiﬁcant effect upon farms. The scheme

has sought to achieve a balance between the needs of farming
and these other demands. The Highway Authority has sought
to liase with landowners throughout the scheme development
and this would continue to try to achieve further improvements
to the scheme.
8.3
Various measures are proposed as a part of the
scheme to help minimise the agricultural effect and there are
special considerations in some cases. The Highway Authority
is in discussion with all the farming land owners to develop the
best ways to reduce effects upon the farming enterprises:• Glovers Farm - approximately 30Ha of land would be
needed from Glovers Farm, on which to build the road
and Greenway, to provide ﬁll materials from a borrow
pit area, wildlife mitigation and compensation and for
ﬂood and surface water storage. Some of the land
may be returned to grazing but it is expected that this
will be under the Highway Authority’s control.
The farmer owns land which would be a part of the
regeneration beneﬁts of the road through opening
up its development opportunities, and whilst there
would need to be some reorganisation of his farming
practices, it is anticipated that he would continue with
his equestrian enterprise on his land
There is one ﬁeld to the west of the scheme which
would be severed from the remainder of the farm but
it is anticipated that it would be required as a part of
the environmental measures for development around
Preston Hall.
• Buckholt Farm - This is a large farming enterprise
and the approximately 9.3Ha of land affected by the
scheme which, whilst signiﬁcant in area, is only a
small part of the farm and likely to have little effect on
the viability of the farm as it is on the margins of the
farm itself. Nevertheless the scheme would restore
approximately 1.2Ha of agricultural land, to be returned
to the farmer.
• Actons Farm - approximately 3.75Ha of land would
be required from Actons Farm to accommodate wildlife
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mitigation and compensation measures, ﬂood water
storage and the Greenway. It may be that the loss of
land from the farm would affect the on going viability of
the farm.
• Former Bexhill Water Pumping Station – the whole
of this approximately 2.9Ha site would be required
for the construction of the road and mitigation works.
This is held as a single unit, primarily for recreational
hunting and nature conservation. The Authority would
be minded to offer the owner an exchange with some
land which the County Council owns at Hye House
Farm, just north of and adjacent to Hillcroft Farm and
Bynes Farm. This area would be a mixture of low
land and valley side. The owner of the water pumping
station has demonstrated his ability to manage land for
wildlife beneﬁt. It is expected that the land exchange
would be on the basis that the Hye House area would
be managed in a similar manner, after the Highway
Authority had carried out works to enhance its wildlife
value and accommodate some ﬂood water storage.
• Hillcroft Farm – This would be the single most
signiﬁcantly affected farm on the whole scheme.
Approximately 26.4Ha of land is required. 1.2Ha would
be restored to agriculture after grading works. A further
area of approximately 5.7Ha of pasture would be
signiﬁcantly severed from the main block of farm land.
It is considered that the viability of the holding would
be seriously affected by the scheme and the Highway
Authority has considered options for ensuring the
continued farm viability. The preferred option would be
to provide the owners with an alternative area of land
to compensate for the area of arable and pasture land
which would be lost to the scheme and severed by it.
This would be on an adjacent holding at Hye House
Farm, which is in the freehold ownership of the County
Council. The owners have given an informal indication
that they are willing to consider this approach as a way
to minimise effect upon their farming enterprise.
• Adams Farm – This is a residential holding, which
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the Highway Authority is already in the process of
purchasing as a whole.
• Betz Land - Approximately 12.8Ha of this holding is
required for the construction of the road, the Greenway
and landscape, wildlife and ﬂood water storage
measures. It is a large proportion of the land holding,
which is simply an area of mainly grazing land which is
let to a local farmer for grazing. It is understood that
the area is not critical to any farming enterprise as it is
on a short term tenancy.
• Decoy Farm – Approximately 8.2Ha of this farm would
be included within the scheme, for the construction of
the road, the Greenway, surface water treatment pond
and wildlife and landscape mitigation and compensation
measures.
The farm would be severed by the scheme but a
substantial area of grazing land would remain on the
south of the road. A vehicular access over the road
would be provided at Adams Farm cutting partly over
land under the control of the Highway Authority. There
would be a signiﬁcant detour from existing access
arrangements to the southern part of the holding.
For this reason the Highway Authority has made a
commitment to modify the design of the bridge over the
Decoy Stream to incorporate a 4m wide and 3m high
cattle creep with a stone surface and a track alongside
the stream to gain access between the southern and
northern parts of the farm.
It is understood that whilst the farming activities are a
core part of his business, he has diversiﬁed into other
activities to some extent. It is therefore the Highway
Authority’s understanding, that whilst there is signiﬁcant
impact upon the farm, the measures it proposes would
enable the farmer to carry on his business.
Two areas of woodland are required as a part of the
scheme to secure their future well being as essential
part of the landscape structure of the area. There may
be opportunities for the owner to work in partnership with
the Highway Authority to ensure that this happens.

• Upper Wilting Farm – Approximately 10.5Ha of this
farm would be required for the construction of the road,
the Greenway and mitigation and compensation works.
Although Chapel Wood and an adjacent ﬁeld would be
severed from the main farm area, an access would
be provided from Crowhurst Road. Apart from these
severed areas and a further severed ﬁeld on the north
east of Crowhurst Road, the BHLR would largely be
on the edge of the farm and fenced off from it. There
clearly would be some effect upon the viability of the
farm but it is considered that the remaining land in the
holding would be viable, although some reorganisation
may be necessary.
8.4
The use of the County Council’s holding at Hye
House Farm for land exchanges would reduce the effects of
the scheme upon farming in the valleys. Hye House Farm
is currently under a farm tenancy, which has a limited term
but the County Council would be prepared to negotiate with
the tenant for an early termination of the tenancy to facilitate
the land exchanges. The tenant has indicated a willingness
to undertake these negotiations and this has enabled the
Highway Authority to discuss these issues with the other
landowners.
8.5
The main area of Hye House Farm does not
constitute a part of the planning application area, because it
would not be a part of the scheme, but it would be a way to
mitigate effects upon Hillcroft Farm. The smaller area of land
to be exchanged for the former Water Pumping Station would
however be required as a part of the compensation works for
the scheme and is a part of the planning application area. Hye
House Farm itself would undergo change in the future anyway.
The current tenant owns land adjacent to Hye House, known
as Hill House Farm. The remainder of Hye House Farm is
likely to become a part of this holding which it is understood
would be a viable retirement holding for the current tenant. In
this way it is hoped that the needs of all the farmers can best
be met.
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8.6
Actons Farm may therefore be the main farm
business, which would be affected. It is understood that this
a part time farm, so the Highway Authority is not in a position
to be clear about the effects upon the farm business. The
Highway Authority has valued the discussions which have
been held with the owners and would wish to continue with
them.
8.7
During discussion with farmers particular concern
has been expressed about the effect which a road would have
upon security of their farms. Farmers in the area do seem to
suffer trespass and theft of equipment from their farms. The
concern has been related to enabling people to stop on the
road and use rights of way or the Greenway to get quick and
easy access to their property. There would be no provision
for stopping places on the road and the main sections of the
Greenway would be on the south side of the road and fenced.
It is therefore considered that although there would be a road
closer to farms than would otherwise be the case, there would
be a minimal increase in risk to the security of those properties,
as a result.

These represent a signiﬁcant ﬁnancial investment by the
Highway Authority.

cannot be exhaustive here and individuals would identify
particular advantages to themselves.

9.2
In order to achieve the objectives for which this
investment is made, the Highway Authority would develop a
comprehensive landscape and wildlife management plan for
the long term management of the area and initially for a period
of 20 years after completion of the works.

10.2
Many parents would beneﬁt from more reliable
access to the schools on or close to Harley Shute Road. This
may be by car but bus services along the existing A259 could
be improved and whilst it may not be possible to create cycle
routes along the existing road, cycling would be safer than
at present as a result of reduced trafﬁc. There would also be
improved access to the schools on the Ridge in Hastings and
for schools in Bexhill.

9.3
The ﬁrst seven years would be managed under
an establishment contract for the whole area. The Highway
Authority would seek the most cost effective means of achieving
this establishment but it would involve a management contractor
and may involve others, such as farming land owners and
Pebsham Countryside Park management. However, the
Highway Authority would ensure that the measures proposed
in the Management Plan both for the 7 year establishment
period and beyond, would be implemented. It would also
carry out regular reviews of the success of the measures
and appropriate adjustments would be made to the plan and
implementation. The Management Plan would be prepared for
the approval of the Planning Authority.

8.8
Although it is not a part of the planning
application, the Highway Authority would propose to facilitate
the introduction or renewal of water control structures on the
streams in the Combe Haven Valley to enable land owners to
better control water levels in such a way to enhance wildlife
and enable easier entry into the Higher Level Stewardship
Scheme. Funds would also be available to assist farmers
with the professional costs of providing information for making
applications for entry into the scheme. This could assist both
the farming economy of the valley and wildlife.

9.4
The County Council has all the necessary skills
to prepare and implement the management plan. It would
acquire land or gain the necessary rights over land to ensure
that the Plan would be implemented. As a major stakeholder
in both the Link Road and Pebsham Countryside Park Project,
the County Council is investing in the long term future of the
Combe Haven Valley and its environs, whilst also facilitating
the regeneration which the area needs.

9.0 Management and Aftercare of Landscape
and Wildlife Areas

10.1
Apart from the regeneration beneﬁts to the
community, which the BHLR would facilitate, there are many
other day to day beneﬁts which would come from the road and
the creation of an alternative route between the two towns and
more carrying capacity in the network. A list of such beneﬁts

9.1
The road scheme includes signiﬁcant areas for
landscape and wildlife mitigation and wildlife compensation.
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Design for community

10.3
The emergency services would be able to reduce
response times to emergencies and for access to the hospitals
and particularly to the Conquest Hospital on the Ridge.
10.4
Journey times to transport nodes such as railway
stations would be improved whether that would be on public
or private transport, but it is hoped that this would encourage
more use of public transport, particularly when linked to parking
charges.
10.5
The high level of use of many existing roads
tends to cause community severance. Where reduction of
trafﬁc volumes would result, there is more opportunity to
strengthen links for communities across the roads.
10.6
During the construction of the road there would
be signiﬁcant effects upon communities, which would lead to
inconvenience. Clearly the Authority would do all it could to
relieve those effects. There is one effect which may be of
assistance to Crowhurst village in the long term. It is likely
that parts of Crowhurst Road would need to be closed for a
signiﬁcant period of the construction phase. Whilst this would
lead to inconvenience to local people, it is likely to signiﬁcantly
reduce “rat running” during that time and may start to reshape
the travelling habits of those who use the route as a “rat run”.
It is hoped that when the road is reopened the travellers would
be more inclined to use the Link Road in preference to the
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Valley would be retained as landscape entities and
the Powdermill Valley would both be retained and
its character enhanced by reintroducing water and
wetlands to the valley ﬂoor.

country lanes.
10.7
The Greenway would bring clear community
beneﬁts. It would enable many people of all abilities to enjoy
the countryside and give many people conﬁdence to go into
areas which they may not have felt able to enter before. The
health and recreational advantages of access to these areas
would be signiﬁcant. These would be increased should the
Pebsham Countryside Park Project be realised.

11.0

Conclusion

11.1
The design parameters established at the
beginning of the scheme design and development process can
be used to assess the likelihood of success of the proposed
design of the scheme and access opportunities.
11.2
Create as direct a route as practicable whilst
considering the other parameters, in order to maximise the
accessibility and reduce journey time dis-beneﬁts.
• The most direct route would have involved crossing
the SSSI. The proposed route would avoid all the
designated areas and strikes the best balance of
directness with minimum environmental effect.
• The major regeneration proposals at North East Bexhill,
within the Rother District Plan, are dependent upon
the existence of the Bexhill to Hastings Link Road for
the improved accessibility, that the road would bring
to enable the trafﬁc effects of the development to be
accommodated on the local road system.
11.3
Retain and where possible enhance the
integrity of the areas of distinctive landscape and townscape
character.
• The integrity of the main character areas in the study
area would be retained with the scheme in place.
The Combe Haven Valley and Watermill Stream
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• Signiﬁcant areas of townscape would beneﬁt from
some reduced trafﬁc levels and freer ﬂowing trafﬁc.
• There would be greater choice for those travelling to
and through the towns.
• The dereliction associated with the disused railway
line would be removed and in the medium and long
term
• the signiﬁcant tree features of the corridor would be
retained, albeit that there would be some short term
loss.
• Art work would be a feature of the Bexhill
Connection, which would reﬂect on regeneration
as the primary purpose of the scheme. This has the
potential to strengthen local townscape identity and
distinctiveness.
11.4
Minimise and if possible, avoid impact upon the
High Weald Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
• The preferred route would have no direct effect upon
the AONB or its buffer areas and would just be visible
from the AONB boundary.
• There would be signiﬁcant reductions in trafﬁc on
minor roads in the AONB which will generate some
environmental beneﬁts to this nationally important
landscape and improve access opportunities for the
rural community.
• It is considered that on balance the scheme generates
some beneﬁts for the AONB.
11.5

Avoid Sites of Special Scientiﬁc Interest and

Ancient Woodland.
• Both SSSIs would be physically avoided by the
scheme. The eastern end of the scheme is very close
to the southern tip of the Marline Valley Woods SSSI.
• There would be a risk that increased noise and vehicle
emissions may have some inﬂuence upon them,
however, extensive measures are being proposed to
minimise these effects.
• The proposed route is the only affordable route which
would avoid direct effects upon the SSSIs.
11.6
Mitigate and compensate for the effects upon
wildlife throughout the scheme.
• This statement has described the comprehensive
wildlife mitigation and compensation measures which
are a part of the proposals, together with the commitment
from the County Council to their implementation and
management.
• It is therefore considered that although there is direct
effect upon wildlife from the scheme, the preferred
route minimises that effect and the proposed scheme
mitigates and compensates for that impact.
• It is considered that whilst there would be ongoing
effect upon wildlife, particularly from noise, compared
with the existing situation; the scheme would ultimately
result in greater security of and habitat diversity than
currently exists.
11.7
Design the road and the public access routes in
accordance with modern engineering standards (DMRB)
• Both the road and Greenway have been designed
to create a road of modest proportions and overall
provision to serve the whole community to modern
standards.
• There would be very limited sections of the Greenway
that would slightly deviate from standards but this is
considered reasonable as it would reﬂect the nature of
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the countryside within which it would be set.
11.8
Maintain continuity of Public Rights of Way and
link them where possible.
• It will have been seen that, whilst there would be some
diversions of Public Rights of Way, all of them would
be retained and greater utility and choice would be
affected by the introduction of the Greenway.
• At no point would Non Motorised Users be required
to cross the new road at grade, either in the urban or
rural sections of the scheme.
11.9
Avoid the most sensitive archaeological
resource, i.e. the valley ﬂoor of the Combe Haven.
• Archaeological studies of the area have been carried
out of both the study area and in more detail of the
road corridor. Intrusive studies have not been instituted
because of the desire to minimise disturbance to
working farms and the areas of countryside. However,
signiﬁcant further studies would be carried out
prior to the road being constructed, to secure any
archaeological information which may otherwise be
lost.
• It is clear from the studies undertaken that the proposed
route would be the least damaging of the options
available but it is accepted that further archaeological
study work, particularly in the form of trial pits and
excavations will be needed, especially in the valley
crossings, of the Watermill, Powdermill and Decoy
Streams.
• However, it is clear that the primary resource in the
Combe Haven Valley would be avoided and therefore
conserved.
11.10

Minimise effect upon ﬂooding and movement

of ﬂood water, loss of ﬂood plain and consequent loss
of ﬂoodwater storage and mitigate for unavoidable loss
of ﬂoodwater storage.
• There would be no overall effect upon ﬂooding or the
movement of ﬂood water through the valleys.
• The proposed route would minimise potential effects
upon ﬂood plain.
• However, there would be some changes to ﬂood water
storage arrangements at the edges of the ﬂood plain, in
the Combe Haven, Watermill and Powdermill Valleys.
11.11
Minimise visual effect upon properties and
countryside.
• It is considered that a robust scheme of visual mitigation
would be provided throughout the proposals. Any
more extensive measures are considered to bring
unacceptable visual effect in their own right. So the
proposals are considered to deliver a balanced overall
approach to minimising visual effect upon properties.
• It is clear that a few individual properties, particularly
in the countryside would experience visual effects of a
type which they currently do not experience at all.
• However, in the urban area many properties would
experience a reduction in visual effects of trafﬁc, as
indeed would some properties in rural settlements to
the north.
• The preferred route offers the greatest opportunity of
any of the routes to minimise effects upon countryside.
It is considered that those opportunities have been
grasped in the scheme proposed.
Clearly, there
would still be some visual effect, which the proposals
would bring, but the overall scheme with its mitigation
would bring a considerable tempering of the effects of
vehicles upon the countryside.
• There would of course be visual change from the
new environmental mitigation features but these have
been designed to complement existing landscape
characteristics. So whilst there would be notable visual
effect during construction, the effect at opening and

beyond would blend into the existing landscape.
11.12
Minimise the effects of noise upon homes.
• The use of earthworks and noise attenuation barriers
would maximise opportunities to reduce noise effects
from the new road. Some areas would experience
some reduction in noise from trafﬁc but some would
experience signiﬁcant increase.
• However, the scheme would achieve all that it could
reasonably achieve, to minimise the effect of noise
upon homes and countryside.
11.13
Minimise real and psychological effects of noise
upon countryside, SSSI and recreational use of countryside
and the proposed Pebsham Countryside Park.
• This statement explains a comprehensive and robust
package of measures involving earthworks, noise
attenuation fences and careful siting of features that
may be used for recreation which minimise the real
effects of noise.
• The major planting proposals would strengthen the
visual barriers between the new road and countryside,
SSSI and proposed Countryside Park and therefore
the psychological effects of noise upon the areas.
11.14
Maximise relief of poor air quality at Bulverhythe,
whilst managing the impact of change to air quality along the
route.
• The scheme would help reduce air pollution in the
Bulverhythe area, which should help remove the
necessity for an Air Quality Management Area.
• There would be changes to air quality along the route
but the more signiﬁcant effects are likely to be close
to the road where there may be some effects upon
vegetation which has been allowed for in the design of
wildlife and landscape measures.
11.15
Develop the BHLR to complement the Proposals
for a Pebsham Countryside Park.
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• The area for the proposed Pebsham Countryside Park
is deﬁned in the Rother District Local Plan. This plan
also identiﬁes a corridor for the BHLR, which takes this
into account. The proposed scheme is entirely within
this planning framework.
• It is certainly the case that the road would in part lay
within the allocated proposed Countryside Park or
have areas of Park on one side or the other. But it
is not necessarily the case that if the road were not
there, the whole area would be Park.
• It is clear that the Local Plan allocates both proposals
and does not consider a scenario in which the BHLR
is not built.
• It is certainly likely to be the case that if BHLR does
not happen, the size, boundaries and nature of
the proposed Countryside Park would need to be
reviewed.
• It has been suggested, by some, that the BHLR takes
away areas from the Countryside Park. This is not the
view of the Highway Authority as it is considered that
BHLR and Park have been planned together.
• Nevertheless, the BHLR proposals have been guided
by the emerging Development Strategy for the
proposed Countryside Park, particularly with respect
to wildlife issues, ﬂood management, public access
and trees and woodland.
• The proposals are therefore entirely compatible with
proposals for the Countryside Park but they are not
reliant upon the Park being implemented.
• It is also clear that the larger scale and regional
facilities proposed by the Development Strategy for
the proposed Park could not be achieved without the
Link Road being in place because of the effects upon
local roads and their inability to carry the additional
trafﬁc.
11.16
Provide for Non Motorised utility Users, to
a standard compatible with proposals for the Pebsham
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Countryside Park, related to the road corridor and to meet the
needs of people with disabilities.
• The Greenway would be the main facility for Non
Motorised Users. It would respond to the needs of the
rural community and the proposed Countryside Park
Users. It is designed within the standards proposed for
the Countryside Park but if the Park is not developed
then it should still be provided in the way it is designed.
In particular a signiﬁcant degree of separation between
equestrians and the other two main users of cycling
and pedestrians responds to the economic and
social needs of local rural communities and business.
Likewise this degree of separation would provide a
high quality and safe service for the urban and rural
community, including those with mobility difﬁculties
and other disabilities.
11.17
its use.

Minimise light pollution arising from BHLR and

• Throughout the route, only junctions would be lit and
this would be with short columns with full cut off lanterns.
Particular measures would be taken to “contain” these
junctions, at Glovers Farm and Queensway, within
landform and planting.
• Clearly, there would be effects from vehicle lights
but this would be minimised by the earthworks and
planting.
11.18
Minimise effect upon productive farms.
• This statement explains the measures that would be
taken to balance the land needed to build the scheme
with its effects upon farm businesses. It is believed that
the Highway Authority, as a part of the County Council,
has taken a responsible approach to the effects upon
farmers and compensation measures.
• It is believed that this approach would ensure that the
viability of all full time farmers’ businesses in the area

would not be compromised by the Bexhill to Hastings
Link Road proposed scheme. There would however
inevitably be some effects upon farming in the area.
11.19
This statement has also explained how the
detailed design stage of the scheme development has
considered some more detailed aspects of design:• To keep the road as low as possible in the landscape,
making allowance for the depth of structures over the
streams
○ A balance has been struck between the need
to ensure that effects on ﬂooding are kept to
the minimum and the opportunities are grasped
to enable the road to be integrated into the
landscape. The scheme would incorporate
structures to minimise effects upon ﬂood water
movements and to keep the road low in the
landscape.
• To use earthworks, as far as they relate to the
landscape character and scale to seek to minimise the
visual effect of large vehicles on the BHLR and the
effects of road noise:○ One of the key issues which has been considered
since the preferred route selection is minimising
the effects of noise. Signiﬁcant measures have
been incorporated into the scheme for noise
attenuation, which also would have the effect of
reducing visual effects of the road. The location
of the scheme close to the edge of the valley
has enabled the earthworks to take advantage
of the natural lay of the land and to “build” on
that to create land forms which relate to the local
landscape character.
• To minimise the effects upon water quality in the
valleys:○ Particular attention has been given to the
system for dealing with run off from the road
and managing the risk of a pollution incident on
the road. A sustainable drainage system would
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be incorporated within the scheme which would
naturally treat run off and make provision for the
containment of any pollutants which may be spilt
on the road.
• To minimise the effects upon listed buildings:○ Adams Farm is the most affected listed building
and the only one to suffer direct effect. Earthworks
and planting have been designed to reduce views
of and from the road and the creation of the
wetland in the Powdermill Valley would help to
compensate for the loss of landscape character
which the scheme would generate.
○ Off site planting would be offered to Bynes Farm
to help reduce views of the road from land around
the listed farmhouse.
○ Royal Oak Cottage would not experience any

change of views but would experience some
increase in noise levels. These would have been
higher without the measures incorporated into the
scheme and would still be lower that that which
is considered reasonable for the enjoyment of
countryside.
○ The location, level and proposals for planting
associated with the scheme would minimise
impact upon Upper Wilting Farm.
• To minimise the effects of noise in this quiet countryside,
the SSSI and on the enjoyment of countryside access
routes:○ The measures included within the scheme are
extensive and strike a good balance between
achieving a high level of noise attenuation and
introducing features into this landscape which

would be of an acceptable scale.
11.20 An overall effect of the scheme would be to create a
green access corridor from Bexhill to Hastings and free up
opportunities for environmental and access enhancement of
the existing transport corridor. It is considered that the BHLR,
as proposed, would be on the best available alignment and is
robustly and soundly designed to meet the access needs of
the area to achieve the required regeneration beneﬁts. The
proposed environmental measures would provide a robust
package for mitigation and compensation, which would enable
the scheme to be largely assimilated into both the urban and
rural parts of the area, whilst generating some environmental
improvements to some local urban and rural areas, including
parts of the High Weald Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
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